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H

ere we are at the end of another year.
It was a pleasure to spend it with you, trying to
tell you about the endless developments of
“made in Italy” woodworking technology and
its increasing success, sharing continuous challenges
and new opportunities, meeting several people, learning a lot... And we wrote pages and pages about this.
The last issue of 2014 is in your hands (or on your PC
screen, smartphone or tablet). As it often happens, this
is an issue that is somehow linked to the first issue of the
new year, 2015 just starting. As usual, December is the
month when you draw a balance. And recent months
have been packed with events, meeting, assemblies,
opportunities to make evaluations.
This year was also full of months with plenty of meetings
in company, open-house events, “open doors”, presentations, press conferences... We cannot report everything on these pages, but we can tell you that so many
industry people came from all over the world to visit our
companies and to take a look at our technology. Great,
really great...

Italian technology is largely appreciated all around the
world. Italian companies, unsatisfied with a complicated
domestic market, have worked hard to achieve increasing success across the national borders. And they succeeded.
We reported their stories in the past issues and we are
telling new ones in this and in the upcoming Xylon International edition, which − we are sure − will take you by
surprise. We have to change, take new directions, do all
we can to expand our scope, so that our vocation − i.e.
tell the world about “made in Italy”– takes all of us far.
The next date is with the January-February issue of Xylon
International, with new stories, more figures and... well,
you will find out soon.
Until then, happy new year: may 2015 be the year we
are all wishing. ■
Luca Rossetti

COMPANIES
Pagnoni, the new double embossed in-register system

news

Pagnoni Impianti announces the startup of the double embossed in-register system at Sit factory in Mortara,
Saviola Group.
Thanks to its long-time experience in
the field of short-cycle presses, Pagnoni
Impianti has set up the system allowing the simultaneous melamine impregnated lamination with embossed
in-register on both the top and bottom
surfaces: the result is a definite synchronous effect for the furniture industry.
The decision taken by the leading
Italian group in lamination sector to assign to Pagnoni its introduction in this
high technological market segment
recognizes the manufacturer strong ap-

titude towards the search of innovative
solutions.
Needless to say that the one-sided embossed in-register for laminate flooring
can be achieved as well.
Pagnoni Impianti has recently delivered
a new press of this sort to Alpea in
Mortegliano, having a pressure capacity on product up to 70 kg/cm².
Also the other existing presses can be
modified, thanks to the oversized original design, increasing their pressing
capacity up to 45 or 50 kg/cm² in order
to allow the embossed finishing on the
boards surface. ■

APPOINTMENTS
Gregor Baumbusch strengthens Weinig Management Board

Gregor Baumbusch, new Chief sales officer
at Weinig Ag. with effect January 1, 2015.

With effect of January 1, 2015, Gregor
Baumbusch has been appointed by
the Supervisory Board as a new member of the Management Board at
Michael Weinig Ag, the world-leading
manufacturer for machines and systems
for solid wood and panel processing.
As Chief sales officer (Cso), Gregor
Baumbusch is responsible for sales and
marketing, working alongside Ceo
Wolfgang Pöschl and Cfo Gerald
Schmidt.
The 46-year old is married and has two
children. After studying mechanical
engineering with special emphasis on
manufacturing technology, the graduate engineer worked in several wellknown companies for machinery and
plant engineering.
Most recently, Baumbusch has worked
as sales director and member of Senior management at a world-leading
supplier of precision tools in Southern
Germany. ■

ACIMALL
The promotion plan for 2015 is approved
Acimall has
approved
the promotion plan
for 2015,
an agenda
of events to support the Italian industry of woodworking and furniture
production in the markets that offer
the best opportunities now or in the
future.
Woodex - Teheran (Iran);
1-4 February
Ice/Acimall stand and import
partner search
Delhiwood - New Delhi (India)
4-7 February
Ice/Acimall collective pavilion
and import partner search
Interzum Guangzhou - (China);
28 March-1 April
Ice/Acimall collective pavilion
and import partner search
Ligna - Hannover (Germany);
11-15 May - Acimall stand
Woodworking - Minsk (Belarus);
October
Acimall collective pavilion
and import partner search
Woodex - Moscow (Russia);
24-27 November
Ice/Acimall collective pavilion
and import partner search
According to tradition, the activity of
the Italian association of woodworking technology manufacturers
includes different initiatives based on
the peculiarities of the destination
market. In addition to the official
stand, the association organizes Italian pavilions, an appreciated formula that allows exhibiting companies to focus on their business,
while relying on the services offered by organizers.

For the third
consecutive
year, Italian
companies
will also be
supported
with an “Import partner search”
service, whereby association officials
are identifying and selecting local
companies to represent Italian technology in their market. Another valuable asset is the partnership with IceItalian Foreign Trade Agency,
which has always supported Acimall
in many promotion activities.
“The calendar is less crowded than
in the past – said Dario Corbetta, director of Cepra-Centro promozionale
Acimall – but it introduces interesting news. The lower availability of resources for the "made in Italy" promotion system cannot certainly cancel the commitment of Confindustriamember association on the promotion side; on the contrary, it encourages us to design new strategies
and to identify new tools to support
the globalization of our businesses."
For instance, this is the origin of our
decision to adopt an innovative approach to our promotion plan, organizing three market surveys in regions that, in the medium term,
might offer interesting opportunities. Acimall’s analysts, therefore, will
go to Morocco, Algeria and Cuba
to check the potential and the situation of the respective industries.
In 2015 and in early 2016, the Acimall calendar will provide interactions
with the preparations for Xylexpo
2016, the biennial exhibition organized by the Italian association,
scheduled in Milan from 24 to 28
May 2016. ■

NEWS

COMPANIES
AWARDS
Kronospan: osb plant in Russia Ahec sponsors the “Wood excellence prize”
Kronospan holding has launched its
first Russian Osb mill in Egorievsk,
Moscow region.
This 350,000 m3 plant became fourth
Russian Osb capacity, after mills of local players Hillman, Novovyatsky Lk and
Dok Kalevala.
Holding's mill in Mogilev, Belarus also
started test production at the end of August, the rated capacity of this plant will
be 300,000 m3.
Its products will be sold on the markets
of Western Europe and Russia.
The company has recently published an
advertisement about the search of exclusive regional distributors in Russia.
Osb imports into Russia in the first half
of 2014, meanwhile, decreased just
slightly – by 3.3 percent to 283,600 m3.
Prices for Romanian and Latvian Osb
panels began to decline in the autumn
of 2013 and stabilized only in May 2014,
which is likely due to increased competition.
According to market players, the suppliers “are fighting literally for 5 roubles
per sheet”, which is less than 1.5 percent of the value.■

At the recent World Architecture Festival the Alex Munroe Studio by Dsdha
in London, UK was awarded the inaugural “Wood Excellence Prize“ chosen
from a shortlist of projects from around
the globe with the only criteria being
wood as an integral part.
The shortlist included “The Tent” a delightful leisure facility in Nha Trang, Vietnam by a21studio and the new Regional
Terminal at Christchurch Airport by
Dvn Donovan Hill in New Zealand.
Others were drawn from China, Netherlands, France and Australia. After presentations by all the architects, the jury
of four eminent judges awarded the
prize to the London studio “for embracing innovation and for what it had
achieved in a tiny, tight and challenging location with the use of Clt.”
In the winning project the structure
was entirely made of pre-fabricated

structural panels and was calculated to
have removed 27.1 tonnes of CO2
from the atmosphere. Internally, according to the designers Dsdha, the
simple timber finish is left exposed, providing a robust setting for the bespoke
built-in furniture all made of the same
timber. Over time, the interior will reveal
a patina of use, recording day to day life.
The design team and contractor successfully met the challenges of a tight
building programme, some very demanding planning constraints and complex construction details.
Ahec also demonstrated at WAF its
commitment to promoting wood for the
built environment with an exhibition of
its latest science-based research on
Life-Cycle Environmental Assessment.
This now enables U.S. hardwood exporters to provide American Hardwood
Environmental Profiles (Aheps) for individual shipments of 21 different
species from forest to end-use product
manufacturer. This Lca has resulted in
quantitative assessment of cradle-tograve impact across six environmental
impact categories to indicate carbon
footprint.
The Prize was awarded by Mike Snow,
Ahec Executive Director from Washington Dc, at the Gala Dinner ending the
event, which will return to Singapore in
2015. Waf is the largest annual festival
and live awards programme for the
global architecture community. ■

News in real time
www.xylon.it
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EVENTS
Giardina Finishing and Costa Levigatrici
After the positive experience of the open house held in Noventa di Piave, the other date has been at the Expobois in Paris,
from 17 to 20 November.
“The first joint open house event has achieved the results we
had expected, namely to show to the big furniture companies
in the Pordenone-Treviso area the potential of “Gst Inerplus”
technology, an application and Uv drying cycle that delivers
excellent quality surfaces, especially “High Gloss”, on traditional substrates laminated with melamine papers or veneers”.
That’s the comment by Stefano Tibè, sales manager of Giardina Finishing, a few hours after the conclusion of the open
house held last 6 to 8 November at Ovema in Noventa di Piave (Venice).
The event was sponsored by Costa Levigatrici from Schio, near
Vicenza, a worldwide renowned brand for its sanding expertise,
and Giardina Finishing from Figino Serenza (Como), a company with a solid international reputation for painting operations.
"Our common Agents have been cooperating for quite some
time in this area” – said Remo Costa, Italy manager for Costa Levigatrici – We are here today for a specific event for the
presentation of a technological innovation in painting lines, by
an important common Agent in a production area like Veneto - Friuli, very important for Costa and Giardina. This joint effort is needed to combine two complementary processes: painting and sanding with very advantageous technical innovations.
This is also an important opportunity for meeting with clients
of both Italian Companies and well-known leaders in their respective processes, Companies that are able to offer effective and innovative technological solutions”.
The agents of the two companies made their goals immediately clear from the debut, by reaffirming that they have all the
trumps to offer solutions also for industrial operations that require a significant scope of plants and equipment. The
Triveneto area was not selected at random, as it is home to a
restricted circle of businesspeople who guide the "big names"
of Italian furniture in terms of volume and global market penetration, including a few semifinished product companies that
are among the giants of global furniture production.
To take a close look at the most recent innovations, there were
all major customers and prospects.
From 17 to 20 November, Giardina Finishing were again at Expobois, in the Paris Nord Villepinte expo center. The goal is
to seize all the opportunities that are still available around the
world, working closer and closer. ■

NEWS

AGREEMENTS
Ubm Sinoexpo and Sniec

FAIRS
Woodex 2015 in Iran

FAIRS

Shanghai Ubm Sinoexpo International Exhibition Co. Ltd. (Ubm Sinoexpo)
recently signed a ten-year (2014-2023)
strategic cooperation agreement with
the Shanghai New International Expo
Center (Sniec) in Pudong. This is yet another important development following
Ubm Sinoexpo’s successful staging of
the 20th China International Furniture
Expo (Furniture China) at Sniec in September 2014. Ever since Furniture China moved to Sniec in 2002, the size of
Ubm Sinoexpo’s three major shows –
Furniture China, Hotelex Shanghai, and
CPhI China/FIA-China − have reached
or exceeded 200,000 sqm each, with
Furniture China covering a total floor
space of 300,000 sqm and a net space
of 170,000 sqm (including Furniture
Manufacturing & Supply China held at
another venue, Sweecc).■

Milad Group with a 12- year experience
of holding International Exhibitions in
Iran along with Chista Fair Co. is going
to organize the 13th International exhibition of furniture's machineries, equipment, accessories & related industries
scheduled to be held from 1-4 of February 2015 in Teheran.
This annually exhibition attracts beyond
400 exhibitors from a variety of countries
such as Thailand, Taiwan, Turkey, China, France, Japan, KoreaوGermany,
Italy, Austria, Malaysia, Ukraine, Italy,
Spain, etc. It is a unique showcase
through which you can exhibit your
products to 30,000 visitors from the Middle East, and Asian countries. This exposition is a platform for exhibiters
who are interested in expanding their
business activities in the Middle East
and Asian countries. ■

The 34th edition of Ciff, the largest exhibition in the world in the furniture industry and the main business platform in Asia, was held in Guangzhou 5
to 8 September 2014 and was attended by 1,030 companies (13,4% more
than last year) on an exhibition surface
of more than 200,000 square meters
and by buyers from all over the world,
as well as delegations of European,
Russian, American, Australian, Turkish
and Japanese designers and qualified
operators. Ciff September 2015 has
widened its range of products by
adding new sectors, office furniture, hotel furnishings and furnishings for large
public spaces, machinery for the furniture industry and raw materials, to the
traditional ones: home furnishings, outdoor and leisure-time furniture, accessories and decorations and textiles. ■

MARKETS
U.S. sawn hardwood exports

FAIRS
Final report of Orgatec 2014 held in Cologne

U.S. sawn hardwood exports to Europe
were 201,000 m3 in the first six months
of 2014, a 12.4 percent gain compared
to the same period the previous year.
Export value increased 20 percent to
$154.6 million. Trade was boosted by a
40 percent rise in the volume of exports
to the Uk, which amounted to 53,910 m3
during the six month period. Such was
the pace of exports that the UK overtook
Italy to become the largest volume
market for U.S. sawn hardwood in the
first half of 2014. Exports during the first
six months of 2014 were also buoyed by
a recovery in exports to Germany
(+10% to 26,550m3), Spain (+13% to
14940 m3), and Sweden (+31% to
7,460 m3). However, exports declined
to Italy (-8% to 46,910 m3) and Portugal (-8% to 9,820 m3) during the six
month period.■

Orgatec 2014 came to a close on Saturday 25 October with extremely positive results. The industry's opinion
barometer was clearly indicating a
high! The leading international trade fair
for Office & Object showed strong
growth, particularly in the areas of internationality and quality as well as in
the range and diversity of products and
services. With more than 50,000 visitors
from more than 120 countries Orgatec
2014 indicated a slight increase in visitor figures on 2012. This is due to the
growth in international visitors (up 7 per
cent). The trade fair recorded a significant, double-digit increase above all in
visitors from the Middle East, North
America, North and South Africa and
China. Visitor figures from within Europe
were also up, particularly visitors from
Turkey, Italy and Spain. With all 105,000
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In 2015 Ciff arrives in Shanghai

sqm of its exhibition space completely booked up, the 624 exhibitors from
41 countries with 66 percent of those
from abroad underlined Orgatec's international importance.
Plenty of well-being, communication,
technology and movement. Orgatec
2014 had a strong focus on the noticeable changes in today's working environment. A central theme was the design of communication-friendly work
place concepts which simultaneously
offered places of retreat as locations for
concentrated work with a cosy atmosphere. Alongside furnishing, exhibitors
presented innovative acoustics solutions
and lighting concepts.
The next Orgatec will take place from
25 to 29 October 2016. ■

FAIRS
Imm Cologne + Living Kitchen in January
The next dual exhibition imm cologne+LivingKitchen will
take place from 19-25 January 2015.
Koelnmesse is looking forward to a very successful imm
cologne: a total of 1,200 exhibitors from more than 50
countries have confirmed their attendance.
As always, the successful furniture and interior design fair
will of course more than justify its position as a showcase
for new products.
The rich program of parallel events will make Cologne the
capital of design the next month of January. ■

FAIRS
Feria Habitat Valencia 2015
Feria Habitat Valencia will launch its next edition, which
will be held February 9th to the 13th at Feria Valencia; a
new exclusive exhibition area for editing firms of Habitat.
The new zone 'Editors', which is already being presented to the professionals of the sector, will host a group of
selected national and international editor products for the
equipment of Habitat, with less than ten years of market
presence and bet on the self-production.
This is an unprecedented initiative in a professional fair
of the sector where, to date, it was common for editors to
expose in a fair trade but not special or different from the
rest of the exhibitors area. With this proposal, Feria
Habitat Valencia responds to this new business model that
is being consolidated in the habitat sector influenced by
new marketing channels and the reorganization of the industrial fabric of the furniture.
Editing companies, in this sense, are meant to be smallsized enterprises and have a network of suppliers and
workshops that produce selected designs.
especially in the groups of designers who have chosen
entrepreneurship and are establishing new business in the
market of the Habitat.
In fact, some of the editors who have already confirmed
their participation at Feria Habitat Valencia are former exhibitors of Salon Nude of Feria Habitat Valencia, the consolidated platform for young international designers.
In this sense, the new zone 'Editors' appears as a natural evolution in the way of the young designers to the market themselves. ■

NEWS

flash news
FAIRS The 2nd edition furniPro
Asia 2014 concluded on a positive
note with a significant increase in exhibitor participation and the quality of
trade buyers at the show. The event
attracted over 2,500 trade visitors
over four days, including 122 key
hosted buyers from countries such as
Malaysia, Indonesia, Vietnam, Thailand, Philippines, Myanmar, Laos,
Cambodia and Taiwan. In-depth business discussions were made with the
188 participating companies and
brands from 32 countries.
APPOINTMENTS From January
2, 2015, Markus Sander will be responsible for Sales and Marketing at
Häcker Kitchens, hence reinforcing
the management team around Managing Directors Jochen Finkemeier,
Purchasing, Finance and Controlling,
and Dirk Krupka, Technology and Administration. The Sales division directors remain unchanged with Marcus
Roth, Domestic and Austrian Sales
and Marketing, and Andreas Möller,
Export Sales.
COMPANIES At all four of its German production sites, the VauthSagel Group has now had its
environmental management system
certified in accordance with “EN Iso
14001” and its energy management
system certified in accordance with
“Din EN Iso 50001”. These certificates are a commitment to the Sagel
family to both tap into further unexploited energy efficiency potentials
and to further lower the impact on the
environment. The first example of this
is the Paderborn site, whose new
lighting management system saves
more than 50 percent of the energy
requirements.

FAIRS
Made: from Moscow to Milan

FAIRS
India Kitchen & Cabinetry Show

Despite the worst fears caused by the
difficult socio-political situation in Russia, the first edition of Made Expo
WorldWide held in Moscow October 15
to 18 together with the Saloni WorldWide, reported positive results with
40,483 registered players and journalists. Professionals and journalists already for ten years at the Saloni had the
opportunity to learn about solutions
for interior design proposals from 66 Italian companies in the sectors: floor
and wall tiles, stone and other materials; interior doors and entry doors;
handles; paints, plasters and materials
for interior decoration; walls and partitions; ceilings; windows and facades.
A little more than 150 days before the
opening of the gates, Made Expo (Milan 18 to 21 March 2015) is still the most
important trade fair for architecture
and building recording, to date, a trend
of +15 percent of square feet sold.
This confirms, not obvious in the present context, the positive assessment that
the market is making a multi specialized
proposal covering the whole supply industry "architecture and building construction".
All the salons of the 2015 − Made Construction and Materials, Made Casing
and Doors, Made and Interior Finishes,
Made Software, Technologies and Services − have already exceeded twothirds of the results of 2013 due to the
presence of both the protagonists of
both small and medium-sized companies.
At the beginning of October started a
media investment in newspapers, national radio, print, web and social channels industry, which will continue until
March 2015, while abroad, with the support of Ice, is in full swing promotion activities in the media through a number
of specialized and dedicated promotional meetings. ■

India Kitchen & Cabinetry Show 2015
is back, to be held alongside India
Kitchen CongressTM during April 1719, at Bangalore International Exhibition
Centre, Bangalore. Over 2,500 attendees and 100 exhibitors expected to be
part of the show . Extensive promotion
through technical media vehicles; social media campaigns already begun
and responses from business visitors
flowing in Ikcs being promoted at Index,
Mumbai; Sicam, Italy; Delhiwood, Delhi.India Kitchen CongressTM (Ikc) has
been integral to the development of the
Indian kitchen industry, providing a
platform for knowledge sharing, business strategy and networking. The last
four editions of Ikc have seen the industry grow, both in terms of its reach,
appeal, and more importantly industry
integration.
Ikcs is designed to attract retailers, franchisees, kitchen & furniture component
suppliers, architects & design professionals, builders, interior contractors, investors and HNIs among others. The
show, spread over an area of 2,200
sqm, has been meticulously planned,
to serve as the primary trade event for
Indian and overseas suppliers looking
for dealers, volume buyers and franchisees. The three day event will showcase kitchens, appliances, accessories,
wardrobes, and storage solutions.
If the response to the last four editions
of Ikc is any indication of the future, then
the upcoming fifth edition can safely be
assumed to be yet another grand show,
bigger and more international. ■
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EUMABOIS

WOOD TECHNOLOGY IN EUROPE:
TRENDS AND MARKETS IN 2013
Eumabois, the European federation that gather the national associations of
the woodworking technology industry, drafts an annual report, packed with
information about the best and worst trends and markets in the industry of
“Made in Europe”, increasingly challenged by Asian competition.
hen you talk about woodworking technology, the
mind goes to Germany,
Italy, China and Taiwan, the
biggest manufacturers. But
how much is the European industry worth? How
does it stand versus Asian giants? Are we so strong
outside European borders? These general questions
cannot be answered in detail even by industry experts.
Let’s try to clear things up with a few figures...

market shares of 42 and 29
percent respectively. They
are followed by Austria
with 5 percent and Spain
with 3 percent of European production. Which
share of this production is
shipped outside Europe? According to the Eumabois
survey, export propensity is equal to 31 percent, i.e.
more than 1,600 million Euro. European technology import amounted to 616 million Euro, mostly coming from China and Taiwan.

According to Eumabois, in 2013 the European production of woodworking machinery and tools These figures clearly suggest that “made in Europe”
amounted to 5,359 million Euro. To understand the must be safeguarded; if 70 percent of European proimportance and strategic value of this industry, just duction is absorbed by European countries, this
think that its turnover exceed the gross domestic prod- means that the best approach to expand business
uct of Sierra Leone and many other African nations. is to promote our products within our borders. For this
In its survey among industry associations, Eumabois purpose, Eumabois has been pushing a promotion
estimates that Europe has more than one thousand campaign for many years, highlighting concepts like
significant companies, with a total number of employees
FINAL FIGURES FOR THE EUROPEAN WOODWORKING
MACHINERY AND TOOLS INDUSTRY.
around 35 thousand.
Such significant figures indicate that a
Description
Million Euro
Var.% 13/12
good economic situaProduction
5.359
- 7,5
tion cannot do without
Export
1.645
- 4,2
manufacturing, and
Import
616
14,5
specifically, a solid maBalance of payments
1.029
-12,7
chinery and plant conExport/Production
28,3%
struction industry.
Import/Apparent consumption 12,9%
In the picture of the Annual Report, Germany
Source: Eumabois.
and Italy are the leading producers, with
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DESTINATIONS OF EUROPEAN WOODWORKING MACHINERY
EXPORT BY MACRO REGIONS, FIGURES IN MILLION EURO.
Destination
Maghreb
Central/South America
Middle East
BRICs

2010
51,3
211,4
195,2
663,7

2011
55,1
268,8
354,8
880,8

2012
52,3
299,9
215,9
900,6

2013
45,8
339,4
234,8
732,4

% Var.
-12,4
13,2
8,7
-18,7

Source: Eumabois based on UN data bank.

“Safety optimized in Europe”, “Quality developed in Europe” or “Experience gained in Europe”
in all industry exhibitions around the world.
But let’s go back to figures. What’s the final destination of 1,600 million Euro shipped outside the European borders? Asia first, with a 48 percent share, and
the Americas, with a 38 percent share. Looking at
“economic areas”, the top destinations are the Bric
countries, spending more than 700 million Euro, and
the Nafta region, which absorbs close to 350 million.
Useful hints also come from the analysis of foreign
trade by destination country. In Africa, two major markets are emerging. The biggest one in absolute value is South Africa, which acquired 34.4 million Euro

woodworking technology in 2013. This market
recorded a positive rebound by over 50 percent, mainly due to transactions related to the customs code of
presses for particleboard and Mdf panels.
The second African market is Algeria, which absorbed over 23 million Euro in 2013: in this case, the
most requested product category is combined machinery, with and without workpiece reprise.

In North America, the United States take a leading
role, with over 260 million Euro purchases in 2013.
This area is so important that the definition of "market" seems reductive. From an economic standpoint
and for their role in the definition of marketing strategies for companies, the United States are at least a
sub-continent. All customs codes show high values.
The number of spare parts is
MARKET SHARE OF EUROPEAN MANUFACTURERS very interesting: last year, EuroVS. EUROPEAN PRODUCTION OF WOODWORKING pean manufacturers delivered
MACHINERY AND TOOLS
parts worth over 57 million Euro.
In South America, the primary
market has always been Brazil.
The year under scrutiny was not
really positive for that country: European export collapsed by 49
percent, down to 92 million Euro.
The heaviest drop affected panel presses, boring and mortising
machines. Among other Latin
American countries, bad news
from Chile and Colombia, down
by 37 and 30 percent respectively,
while virtuous examples are
Ecuador and Peru, with positive
trends by more than 10 percent.
Source: Eumabois.
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Let’s take a look at Asia now, the top destination of
European woodworking technology. In terms of
size, China is the only market that compares to the
United States, with over 205 million Euro. Unlike the
American giant, China closed 2013 with a negative
sign, losing almost 20 percent from 2012. These figures, and most of all these variations, should be considered within a situation of very dynamic trend. The
Chinese market is one of the most important worldwide, and despite the slight drop, it will play a leading role in the coming years. In South East Asia, the
most interesting data come from Indonesia. In
2013, European machinery purchases exceeded 15
million Euro, up by 73 percent. These positive figures

were repeated in 2014, electing Indonesia to a role
of leadership within the region.
In the Middle East, it is worth mentioning Israel, which
despite political tension keeps offering significant volumes of transactions with Europe: almost 17 million
Euro were spent to buy European machinery in 2013,
basically the same as in 2012.
Let’s close with Australia, which last year did not
record a very positive performance, dropping by over
20 percent. Nevertheless, industry representatives are
optimistic and expect great results in the current year.

We presented several figures, which beyond specific
trends and variations indicate an established trend
towards the globalization of the
woodworking industry. ComEUROPEAN PRODUCTION TREND IN PAST 4 YEARS petitive companies have a global organization and are able to
approach neighbor and remote
markets. The very dynamic situation is forcing companies to
seize opportunities as they arise
in emerging countries and in
those that will emerge in the future. So, it is mandatory to develop an investment strategy
for research and innovation. A
high-end high-tech product is
not enough without a marketing
strategy that supports product
positioning in specific markets.
Source: Eumabois.
And how do you select these
markets? Also in this case, effective business strategy reDESTINATIONS OF EUROPEAN WOODWORKING
MACHINERY EXPORT BY CONTINENTS,
quires an accurate “market seFIGURES IN MILLION EURO.
lection” process; it might be expensive, but it will bring great satisfaction in the long term. ■
Carlo Alberto Strada
Acimall Studies Office

www.eumabois.com

Source: Eumabois based on UN data bank.
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EXHIBITIONS AND NEW MARKETS:
BIG NEWS FOR EUMABOIS
Several hints and news for the future emerged
at the annual assembly of Eumabois – the Federation that gathers 14 national associations of
woodworking technology and accessory manufacturers – held last Friday, September 12, in
Verona, Italy.
The event was hosted by Acimall, the Confindustria member association that gathers the Italian manufacturers of wood processing machinery and accessories. Eleven countries participated (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Italy, Poland, Czech Republic, Russia and Spain) through the representatives
of the respective national association.
Portugal and Slovakia were absent.
Aimsad, the Turkish association of woodworking
technology, components and semifinished materials companies that recently joined Eumabois, was also represented.
President Ambrogio Delachi opened the meeting with an analysis of the current market situation, characterized by uncertainty and instability, as shown by recent political tension in Russia and Brazil. To overcome this period, the president said, we need to “introduce merging and
partnership processes both in manufacturing
and in sales, so as to empower the organization
and be able to face challenges that will inevitably
increase”.
There are significant news and enhancement
plans for existing activities. This is the key topic in the agenda of the Eumabois Assembly.
The assembly then continued with an analysis of
the exhibitions network, a “core business” for
Eumabois.
Among big news, it was reaffirmed that Finland
will have only one industry exhibition to be held
in Jyväskylä (the next edition is scheduled in September 2015). The Eumabois secretariat also
mentioned two new entries to the network,
namely Fenafor in Lima, Peru, and Iwf, the biennial show held in Atlanta, US.

The assembly also focused on current negotiations with exhibitions in emerging markets such
as Chile, Colombia and Iran.
Among other news, President Ambrogio Delachi
also reported the decision to create a working
group within the Eumabois Board, made up of
Vice President Juergen Koppel, the Swiss representative Erich Zeller and Carlo Alberto Strada, who will take the role of Eumabois activity coordinator starting from January 2015.
This group will be in charge for the definition of
new evaluation criteria for exhibitions supported by the Federation. Their mission will be
aimed at increasing the credibility and value of
exhibitions within the Eumabois network towards their target audience.
The agenda also included a discussion of technical/standard topics, an area where the Federation has been working for many years with excellent results. Eumabois is financing the management of technical committees in charge for
the definition of safety standards for woodworking
machinery in Europe and worldwide.
Last but not least, the promotion of “made in Europe” was also dealt with. President Delachi
stressed that “to enhance the image of Eumabois
we have to work together with international exhibition organizers in order to achieve systemwide growth”. The Federation secretariat was
entrusted to collect advice and suggestions from
all stakeholders to define an innovative marketing
plan in 2015.
The meeting ended with the information that the
next assembly will be hosted by Symop (the
French association of instrumental mechanical
equipment), in a date and location still to be defined.
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THE EC PROGRAM “LIFE”,
AN OPPORTUNITY FOR BUSINESSES
The definition of new processes is supported
by a partnership between companies
and the European Union, with financial resources
for the development of real innovation. The experience
of projects “Hprs” by Imal and “Plastic Killer” by Pal.
The European Community provides companies
based in its territory with funds to support research
and development, innovation and introduction
of innovative products to the market.
These funds are contributed by all member countries. As we know, Italy is not among the best users
of such funds, with the result that we actually give
financial resources to foreign competitors.
Some virtuous companies are trying to change
things, also in our industry, leveraging the opportunities offered by Europe. One of these is the ImalPal group, an Italian leader in the construction of
complete wood-based panel plants, and a member of Acimall. These two companies are mid-sized,
well-organized and growing, against the current
trend of crisis and stagnation.
In this article we present two projects supported by
the “Life” program, a funding instrument for
technological innovation with an eye to environment
and sustainability, aiming at reducing environmental
impact through an optimized use of resources. Acimall is involved as partner in these projects for information and promotion.

HIGH PRESSURE RESINATION SYSTEM
Imal’s project “Hprs-High Pressure Resination
System” (www.hprsproject.eu) is designed to
minimize the quantity of resin (glue) in wood-based
panels.
The starting point is conventional manufacturing
processes, where wood chips or fibers are conveyed at high speed through drums where the glue
mixture is injected through nozzles at fixed pres20 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2014

A rendering of the “Hprs” injector.

sure and spread without any accurate control of the
proportions between resin and wood.
This results into panels with a resin content equal
to 30 percent of their weight (Mdf).
The most popular resins, in view of the structural
properties they lend to the panel, are based on urea
and formaldehyde, whereby the latter is partially released into the environment and is harmful to health.
The “Hprs” solutions adopts special nozzles (injectors) provided with a variable diameter orifice to
adjust and control resin pressure while preserving
its high speed, in order to achieve a quick and even
distribution of glue onto the chip or strand layer.
“Hprs” also introduces a surface-related instead of
weight-related process, i.e. the quantity of resin is
proportional to the surface to be glued rather than
to the weight of wood particles, which is more sensible and logical.
This approach helps reduce excessive resin consumption and consequently achieve an optimal mixing process.
Simply stated, if resin is dosed and spread more
efficiently, you can reduce the exceeding quantity, which was necessary in the conventional
process to compensate for inaccurate distribution
monitoring.

Significant results are expected: “Hprs” cuts resin
consumption by 10 to 20 percent, according to the
panel type and the previous process.
As glue represents approximately 80 percent of panel costs, the benefit is significant. In addition, you
save 15 percent energy in the mixing process, plus
another 5 percent in Mdf drying.
If you should apply “Hprs” to the entire production
of wood-based panels in Italy and worldwide, you
would get a massive reduction of carbon footprint.
So, the benefits are not only for business, but also
for environment and health.
After twelve months of design and inspections in
different factories for the definition of operating parameters, Imal has built a prototype line in collaboration with their Spanish partner Colomer, installing
it at the end of August at another patner, Xilopan
in Cicognola (Pavia).
Installation and startup were fully successful,
thanks to optimal scheduling of equipment downtime for maintenance and other activities required
to restore the full operations of Xilopan’s process
line from September 1.
In October they started to check consumption rates,
the variation of process parameters and the subsequent mechanical checks in order to improve
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measured performance.
Early data collections indicate a 15 percent reduction of glue consumption; the results will have
to be confirmed by different tests to achieve validation by the end of January, in line with the schedule.
The industrialization of new components has already
translated into a reduction of nozzle costs below one
half of the expected cost.
Meanwhile, three batches of 500 cubic meters of
prototype panels will be produced, one batch for
each type of panel, namely particleboard, Mdf and
Osb. Prototypes will be tested according to technical standards on the quality and performance of
wood-based panels.

PLASTIC KILLER
The “Plastic Killer” project (www.plastickiller.eu)
by Pal is an innovative system to remove all plastic residues from recycled wood, so that it can be
used instead of virgin wood to make high-quality
panels or clean fuel.
Currently, panels, especially Mdf, are made from
virgin wood and only a small portion of recycled
wood (up to 10 percent, according to Pal’s own market surveys). The reason is that the process to clean
recycled wood from impurities and other materials
requires several stages but cannot eliminate all foreign parts completely. So, Mdf panels are low quality, not suitable to meet the technical standards for
panel quality. At present, no system exists to
achieve an adequate separation of impurities,
but demand is growing for clean recycled wood to
replace virgin wood.

On Xylon,
Xylon International
and Xylon.it
Info:
info@xylon.it

“Plastic Killer” fills this gap, providing totally purified recycled wood that can be used to make highquality, compliant Mdf panels, more sustainably and
cost-effectively: it has been estimated that up to 60
percent of production might come from recycled
wood.
The wood processed by "Plastic Killer" is so pure
that it can also be used as biomass for clean energy generation, without the risk of pollutants released from plastic materials, as the latter are completely eliminated.
This will help reduce the use of a limited resource
such as virgin wood, sparing it for applications that
cannot do without, and extending the lifecycle of
already used material.

The project will encourage wood recycling in the
European Union, paving the way to new business
and job opportunities, and contributing to relieving
the pressure on dumping sites in the medium term.
Benefits from an economic and environmental
standpoint are significant.

“Plastic Killer” machine.

With only 58 kilowatt installed power, the plant can
process about 30 cubic meters per hour of wood
wastes, equal to some 78 tons daily. Removed plastics can also be recycled, and Pal estimates that
there will be 750 kilos each day based on their experience. If waste wood must be used as fuel, removing plastic residues heavily cuts polluting
emissions.
Going back to wood, if it is used to make Mdf panels, it avoids cutting 40 trees every day, which
means 9,600 trees annually (considering working
days only). Considering carbon dioxide (CO2)
trapped in trees (approx. 0.9 equivalent tons per
cubic meter) and no longer released during transport (based on an average forest-to-factory distance
of 300 km and the emissions from trucks by km and
ton), you get a total reduction of CO2 emissions y
approximately 88 equivalent tons each day.
From an economic standpoint, assuming average
virgin wood costs of 70 Euro/ton, versus 40 Euro
for recycled wood, savings are huge and estimated at 2,340 Euro daily, which means more than 500
thousand Euro annually.

Finally, “Plastic Killer”, unlike other conventional
plants, uses no water. Considering the volume of
processed wasted indicated above, water saving
amounts to more than nine thousand cubic meters
annually, equal to the average consumption of 46
European families.
Machine parameters were defined and its design
completed in line with the planned schedule; prototype construction is starting soon and installation
is planned in January 2015.
We will keep you updated from these pages about
the developments of these projects and the
achieved results, as well as other similar projects.
Matteo Simonetta ■
Acimall Technical Office director
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A FUTURE OUTLOOK
WITH FEDERICO RATTI
Where is wood technology going? Is there a shared approach
to respond to user demands? What is the role of software
for future success? Federico Ratti, technical director
of Scm Group since 2009, shared his vision.

Federico Ratti, technical director of Scm Group.

We have experienced “intensive” months, full of
worries for the economic situation, but also
events, meetings, opportunities to understand
where the variegated universe of wood technology is going. Months of open-house events,
above all, scheduled one after another in the
second half of 2014, as reported in this and the
next issue of our magazine.
We also had the opportunity to talk with Federico Ratti, technical director of Scm Group for
five years now. A major role, standing on the
ship deck to coordinate and spur, a ship that
sails in the seas of technical innovation, identification and upgrade of technological solutions.
“Software. If I should pick one, this is the keyword for this season. The way machines, lines
and technology think, their reasoning skills,
that’s what makes the difference more and more
often”, Ratti says.
“Our group has invested massively in this area,
creating a “software suite” that is complete
and, most of all, based on applications, field experience, process knowledge, the real needs
of those who use machines every day”.
How is your architecture organized?
“The core of our system is “Xilog Maestro”, the
cad-cam interface installed on our working centers and used by operators to design and program. We have taken giant steps, let me tell
you, providing our customers with a tools to design in 3D and preview machine operations,
also in 3D. It can be used by anyone, as all
tools are extremely simple and it incorporates
all the specific features of effective cam, “fo-
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Realization with “Xilog Maestro” software of the model car“Cambiano”, designed by Pininfarina.

cused” on our two target industries, namely furniture, panel processing, and solid wood, production of window elements. It’s a high-quality
solution if you consider that it is an embedded
software, “included” onboard a machine tool.
“Xilog Maestro” is also perfect to control boring
machines, not only for working centers, and it
can be expanded with a “Maestro Edge” module for edgebanding.
The underlying logic is the same, i.e. you tell the
machine what it should do, which element you
need, and then the system will generate all necessary instructions that explain "how to". An example: you indicate that a certain element must
be finished with a three-millimeter edge; the
software takes care of everything, selects the
most suitable feed speed and glue temperature, the cutting depth of finishing aggregates...
We release the operator from the annoyance to
know all about processing technology, so that

he can focus on the final result. Technological
skills and expertise are inside the software; the
operator adds creativity and design”.
It seems quite simple...
“It is! If you invest in technology, you must not
be forced to employ an engineer. Ease of use is
a great value for small and medium businesses,
but we are also pushing it upwards, into more
complex lines, supervisory systems... but I’ll tell
you about that later on. Let me add that “Xilog
Maestro” is the core of a system offering a full
set of features, aggregated software modules
that specifically solve additional needs. “Xilog
Maestro” has a module to handle advanced
nesting; “Maestro WD” is an effective module
for the cost-efficient production of windows,
“Maestro Cabinet” is an add-on for box design
and production. By the way, our platform includes “MSL Connector”, a system that easily
connects all modules from external suppliers, a
simplified interface included in the
machine price that minimizes or
cancels any cost for the customization of third-party software.
But there is much more, including
the simulation software “Pro View”
I have already mentioned.
Once you have designed the element to be produced and generated the program to be executed
by the machine, you will be able to
simulate the cycle, to check that
everything is right, eliminating all
risks of errors while exactly calculating production time and costs”.
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has changed the company in recent years and
has pooled several things together”.
Mr. Ratti, a while ago you mentioned line supervisory systems...
“This is another area of our software strategy.
First of all, I can tell that we are probably the
only company that has developed this kind of
product internally. “Watch” is a new-generation
supervisor that allows to control our plants completely. It incorporates all you need to supervise
the operation of a line, to send programs to
each operating machine, to generate reports
and to trigger alarms. It has been up and run“Maestro Wd”, the module for the production of windows.
ning for a couple of years with many customers
in panel processing and window component
A full package with several benefits...
production, and the feedback is positive.
“Sure. Our software includes modules for re- Also because it is very easy to use. I said it beporting, maintenance or to control the posi- fore and I am going back now: until recently, a
tioning of bars on automated worktable, of production line was for mass production, for big
clamps and/or vacuum cups. Until few years volumes. It’s no longer like that: the rule is
ago, all these capabilities were outsourced to “batch one”, make one piece different from the
external suppliers, now they are “onboard”, in- other. Our supervisory system must handle pricluded in the machine, fully integrated. The orities and other conditions to offer the most
“Xilog Maestro” suite is an essential ele- cost-effective management of a production
ment, full-featured and available on all our cycle. Just like “Xilog Maestro”, we have incorworking centers, from entry-level to high- porated several functions: the control of boring
performance, which means that we provide all lines, of panel sawing with “Win Cut”, of invenour customers with top-notch technology; this tory with “Watch Store”, of edgebanding with
is the result
"iTouch"..
of an extenThere is much talking about
sive industrisoftware,
but
when
alization and
prospects take a closer look
in-depth reto check what's really "inorganization
side” software, and compare
process that
performance, they immediThe simulation software
ately realize which is the
“Pro View”.
best choice! We started to
develop “Watch” before
many others and we are still
one step ahead...
In recent years many things have
changed: in 2009 our machines used
different software, often purchased
from third parties, with equivalent features. We decided to bring the knowhow back home, integrating what
could be integrated and making clear
choices. Now we master not only technology, but also software”.
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Cnc working cell “Accord WD”.

What are you working at now, in the software
domain?
“We are focusing on sawing: in few months we
are introducing a brand new version of “Ottimo
Cut”, a dedicated software for this process
stage. It will be a revolutionary change, a new
level of performance in cutting optimization,
based on a new engine that leverages a powerful algorithm developed by the Mathematics
Department of an Italian university. It is going to
be a revolution for a technology that has basically remained the same for decades. We will
reduce cutting schemes dramatically, achieving very short cycle time, with an optimized
process that reduces waste by 50 percent, and
calculation twenty times shorter than today!
All of this with a very powerful algorithm that is
offering unimaginable results, cutting long
hours of calculations to handle a big order
down to few minutes! Similarly, we are analyzing the issue of boring optimization, to
achieve revolutionary results within one year
also in this area: the working approach adopted
for sawing is proving effective also in other domains”.

upcoming Scm Group event dedicated to window technology, the “Technology Days Doors
and Windows” to be held in Rimini from 5 to 7
February 2015. It is an automated cell for window production, delivering one piece in less
than two minutes, and it can be used as an efficient multipurpose working center”, says the
technical director of Scm Group. “We are pushing strong on this solution, as we believe it still
has huge potential to express in the wood and
furniture industry.
It’s a working center that can operate unattended, with a robotized loading and unloading
system, without ever stopping; its key strengths
are the clamping systems, an exclusive solution by Scm, consisting of square clamps with
anti-rotation and anti-tilting properties, with special shapes for complex profiles... in this area
we are really ahead of competitors. An example is “Brc”, a compact, fast and flexible aggregate that can saw, bore, mill… only Scm has
this system, which enables us to achieve incomparable productivity!”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

THE FUTURE
Mr. Ratti, you have several irons in the fire. What
about technology and equipment?
“I can tell you about “Accord WD” in view of the

www.scmgroup.com
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FIMAL CREATES A NEW SEGMENT

IN TRADITIONAL MACHINERY
“Concept 350” is the new machine presented by Fimal at an open-house
event held a few weeks ago.
A smart machine, based on a definitely strong concept...
It’s a long time since I wrote my latest technical article. Frankly, I don’t think the industry missed this:
inside and outside Xylon, there are definitely those
who can do this job better than I can

It’s true: traditional machines have got nicer; electronics has set through; accuracy is higher; but basically, they have not changed in the past few
decades.

What the industry did miss, instead, was innovation in traditional machines for small and medium joiner workshops, a domain that has not benefited from the same developments of working centers, edgebanding machines or painting robots, just
to mention a few examples.

In this scenario of what we might call “evolution stability”, a newsletter from Fimal in Fano (Pesaro
Urbino) put a number of questions without any answer. Here are a few examples.
Why must a squaring machine necessarily have two
blades? Why does it take so much space?
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Why can’t it produce more?
Why is the operator forced
to move together with the
panel?
I believe you are also curious about these questions.
So I decided to attend the
open house organized by
Fimal at their headquarters (14 to 16 November
last), to introduce a new solution that gives all the answers.

FIMAL’S MISSION
A couple of words about Fimal, an acronym for Fabbrica Italiana MAcchine
Legno (Italian wood machinery factory).
The company was created
in June 2013 as the successor of Paoloni Macchine, a historical brand
in the medium-high end of
traditional machinery for
joiners and medium industrial businesses; it took over the brand and continued production at the Fano factory.
A short time has passed, but it was enough for Fimal to plan and design a new machine, to contruct
it and then introduce it at a “three days open
house” event.
The star of the open house and of this article, is a
new machine called “Concept 350”.
Having understood and identified new needs in the
market, Fimal’s engineers, in close cooperation with
salespeople, have designed a machine that stands
between a conventional squaring machine and a
horizontal panel saw, both included in the company's portfolio.
They chose concept to indicate a new wood processing concept, while 350 is the blade diameter.
To make it even more unique, the machine will be
distributed with the Fimal brand only, while in other machines Fimal stands next to Paoloni.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Let’s take a look at technical specifications and the
answers to all questions (within the web site you can
watch a video showing the machine during the processing steps).
With 3670x2840x1530 mm footprint, “Concept
350” takes approximately half the space of a traditional squaring machine.
Its core elements include a worktable to feed panels (the machine is supplied in three different sizes
for sawing panels up to 2600, 3200 and 380 mm
width, with a maximum thickness cutting of 105
mm), a workpiece clamp during operation and a
disk blade that runs along a longitudinal guide.
“Concept 350” has no moving volumes: once
placed on the worktable, the panel does not
move. Both cutting and feeding movements have
been transferred to the tool that runs within the base
on a blade carriage.
There is no need for two blades. There is no scoring unit, whose functionality is replaced by the main
blade that performs the scoring action during the
first stroke and cutting during the back stroke.
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It is safe: there is no guard that can be removed,
creating possible hazard.
The upper pressure bar locks the workpiece onto
the table, while the blade emerges from below and
moves along the guide, but completely covered by
the pressure bar.
It is silent: the pressure bar fully covers the blade
during cutting, absorbing much of its noise.
It is more productive: the blade carriage speed up
to 40 meters per minute, requires half the time for
cutting than a traditional squaring machine.
Among other peculiarities should be noted the Bakelite that totally covers the worktable, reducing drastically the compression load on the structure, thus
facilitating its handling.
I asked Cinzia Facchini and Stefano Morselli, Fimal co-owners, why you should buy “Concept 350”.
Here are there answers: to streamline processing
stages, to have excellent cutting, to produce
more, in one word... to improve, and all this in half
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the space of a traditional machine.
And what's the price of improvement?
According to the company, the final cost for users
is the same as a mid-range squaring machine.
Fimal’s international sales network attended the
open-house and was enthusiastic about the presentation.
Are we standing before a technological development that has opened a new market segment in traditional machines for joiners?
Maybe, the market will tell.
All I can do is offer my best wishes to the company and their staff, who devoted all their passion to
this project.
by Dario Corbetta ■

www.paolonimacchine.it
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NEW IMAGE AND CONTINUOUS
INNOVATION, BIESSE SPEEDS UP
At their latest open house, the Pesaro-based Biesse Group quantified –
with hard figures – their global “weight” in terms of offer and visibility
in the wood technology industry and beyond.
The setting was the newly inaugurated “concept space”.
An open-space event gathered over 2,500 people
in Pesaro from about forty countries, with a review
of thirty technology and software solutions from the
latest generation of machine tools for wood, glass
and stone machining. Plus a touch of mechatronics... All of this inside the new 5-thousand-squaremeter "concept space" created for customers, employees, sales staff, partners and institutions, anyone interested in taking a closer look at technology, products and processes branded “Biesse
Group”. This is a concise summary of the latest “bInside”. As soon as you entered, it was clear that there
was something new, a representation of the many
facets of a group with an all-round approach, in a
reception area with plenty of marble, glass and
wood, with a huge window looking onto showroom,
to show immediately who Biesse is and what it does.
A space designed not only for the presentation of
machinery and plants, but as a meeting and
working area, to exchange experiences with all partners and actors.
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THE EVENT
Among technology solutions on stage, the lines and
systems for the automation of panel handling operations integrate and optimize the sawing, edgbanding and numerical control processing cycles,
meeting the requirements of family-run businesses as well as big industrial groups.
Spotlights were cast onto “Akron 1440”, that can
automatically handle an entire finishing cycle on four
sides, leveraging a workpiece return system that
also “turns” the piece on the side to be edgebanded
and sends it “off line” once the job is completed.
Another highlight was the flexible inline edgebander “Biesse Insider FT 32”, designed to handle different pieces in sequence with zero setup, executing
ad-hoc drilling schemes at a speed from three to
thirty pieces per minute.
These are just examples of the wide range of technology offered by Biesse, more and more powerful, accurate and automated, featuring best-in-class
integration between operating machines and lifting,

handling and positioning systems. These lines can
execute squaring, edgebanding and boring operations based on orders uploaded by the customer
into the IT system, at rates of 10 thousand pieces
per working shift.
SOFTWARE
Software – as Biesse clearly stressed – is the ace
in the hole of the recent history of the Pesaro-based
group, the new and most fascinating frontier of research and development for any machine. The expansion of the “bSuite” family, with the introduction
of “bCabinet", "bProcess” and “bNest” modules, is
aimed at supporting, streamlining and improving
the daily business of furniture makers, not only for
the management of all machines inside a line, but
also to show that the group can be a reference for
this kind of needs.

WINDOWS
Special attention was dedicated to windows, with
a special exhibition area that displayed leadingedge solutions for window manufacturing. There
were all the milestones of Biesse in this specific industry, from the “Rover” working centers to the “Uniline” range, presented in a new version with automated loading and unloading, offering a daily capacity of 10, 20 and 40 windows, according to the
configuration implemented by the user, with a
“buffer” that enables unattended operation. Deserved visibility also for “Winline One”, a multiple
center for windows that can achieve higher productivity, especially as a result of a huge “smart”
multilevel buffer that can be loaded with a few hundred elements, entrusting all the rest to the machine,
again in unattended operation.

UPDATED FORECAST FOR 2014
Consolidated turnover
Value added

Q3 2014
101,6
40,5

9 months 2014
302,7
120,4

(margin on revenues)

(39,9%)

(39,8%)

value in million EURO

EBITDA

10,6

27,5

(margin on revenues)

(10,4%)

(9,1%)

EBIT
(margin on revenues)

Net debt

6,5

16,2

(6,4%)

(5,3%)

28,3

Source: Quarterly report to 30 September 2014, Biesse Group

MADE WITH BIESSE
This is not the first time that an
open-house event also features the products made with
the exhibited machines, as
evidence of collaboration and
synergy with customers. Examples of “made with Biesse”
came from parts by Fiam, a
brand that needs no introduction and that brought real
design icons to Pesaro, glass
creations by masters like Cini
Boeri, Massimiliano Fuksas
and Daniel Libeskind.
Also Lago – an Italian furniture
design brand with a strong
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vocation to innovation, not only for products but
throughout the supply chain, delivering new visions
and new ways of living – enriched the Pesaro days
with a few examples of their design and production work, resulting from a story that Biesse Group
has been sharing for a long time.
STEFANO PORCELLINI
Let’s take one step back, to the beginning of an intensive day also dedicated to trade media and
opened with a meeting with Stefano Porcellini, chief
executive officer of the group. It was a pleasure to
meet him, especially − he will forgive us... − because it is getting more and more difficult to hear
some optimism and encouraging figures...
“We are celebrating 2014 with satisfaction as it is
closing positively”, Porcellini said. “In the second
part of 2013, we invested in people, technology and
software, as well as in our sales and marketing operations. This decision is proving right, and figures
are on our side.
We can say, with good satisfaction, that as of September 1st, Biesse has stopped using unemployment subsidies and the entire workforce is back on
duty. Not only: incoming orders in the wood division have been increasing by more than 20 percent”.
“We cannot deny this is a season of good results
for us”, Porcellini added. “But let’s stand with feet
on the ground, we have to keep our eyes wide open
in periods like this, with quite a few problems or negative trends in major markets that must be tackled
with. Last year we went back to a positive balance,
and also in 2014 we are recording significant results thanks to this growth. I repeat: we are not float34 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2014

ing inside a bubble of unconscious satisfaction, but
the trend is very positive”.
Talking about Italy, Porcellini quickly described the
situation of the domestic market. We export 90 percent of our production”, he said. “In Italy, there is
still a clear, serious credit crunch, with a good number of deals but less customers than in the past,
because the cash flow expected for a rally of economy has not arrived, yet. But we are still going
through a phase of development, I say it again, we
believe in this trend and are willing to invest massively… and we are proud that we have brought all
our colleagues back to work…”.
We wonder, and we asked Porcellini, where such
positive results come from. And Porcellini answered: “We have been working on product reliability. We have employed 65 salespeople in six
months. We have made significant and fast investments. We “leveraged” 2012 to improve our
business health, working with great commitment until spring 2013. And one year ago we changed our
image, following the arrival of Raphael Prati, Corporate Marketing & Communications Director,
who renovated corporate communications, helping us attend the most important exhibitions with
a powerful image. Meanwhile, we improved the
quality of our products and customer service, which
has become an even stronger success factor.
Biesse has always been considered an Italian company that compares with German production,
and this vision is based on the commitment to
equipment reliability and accurate details, two elements that our owner Giancarlo Selci is keen on”.
by Luca Rossetti ■

www.biesse.com

2014 CLOSING POSITIVELY
A few days after the conclusion of “Biesse Inside”, we received the press release about the
quarterly balance of the group, which provides
interesting information.
The Biesse Group has more than 2,860 employees in its main production sites in Pesaro,
Alzate Brianza, Bangalore (India), Dongguan
(China) and in thirty directly controlled subsidiaries in different regions; since June 2001
it is traded in the Star listing of the Italian stock
exchange.
Operating results at September 30, distributed
last November 14, are definitely rewarding: The
first nine months in 2014 closed with consolidated revenues equal to 302.7 million Euro, an
added value of 120.4 million Euro, Ebitda at 27.5
million Euro and Ebit at 16.2 million Euro. Group
net debt at 30 September 2014 was 28.3 million Euro, a significant improvement of 22.0 million Euro compared with the same period of
2013, while total cash flow management in the
period was 4.1 million Euro, net of dividends and
disbursements for extraordinary activities.
The wood division is still driving turnover
breakdown, with a 72 percent share. The
breakdown of consolidated revenues by geographical areas compared to the same period
of 2013 indicates a growth of “made in Biesse”
products in Western Europe (plus 17.5 percent,
representing 28.8 percent of total sales, especially due to UK orders), North America (plus

18.8 percent), Eastern Europe (plus 28 percent)
and Asia-Oceania (plus 8.3 percent).
The only market to show signs of slowdown was
South America, mainly Brazil.
Biesse generated 13.7 percent of its consolidated revenues in the Bric countries, in line with
the result for the period to end-June 2014.
The Italian market represented 10.2 percent of
consolidated revenues.
At 30 September 2014 the aggregate Group order inflow rose by more than 20% compared to
the first 9 months of the previous year, while in
the third quarter of 2014 alone the order intake
rose by 17.3% compared to the same period
of the previous year. Order intake for the first nine
months of the year was 30 percent higher than
in the same period of 2012.

UPDATED FORECAST FOR 2014
Consolidated revenues: range 415-420 million Euro
Ebitda:
range 40 – 41 million Euro
Ebit:
range 25 – 26 million Euro
Net debt:
range 22-25 million Euro
Source: Quarterly report to 30 September 2014,
Biesse Group
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“CEFLA LIVE”: SUCCESS NUMBER FIVE!
The best of research and new products by Cefla Finishing Group
was the core of the open-house event staged in October in Imola.
An occasion not-to-be-missed to meet customers and strategic partners.
Cefla opened their doors for the fifth edition of “Cefla Live” in Imola (Bologna), last October. The mission was to display their latest news in the showroom, taking the time to get an insight and to zero
in on new technology and innovation. This is the
specialty of Cefla Finishing Group, a specialist in
coating, decoration, digital printing for wood and
wood-based materials, but also a company that designs and builds turnkey custom plants for glass,
plastic, fiber-cement, composites and metal. From
furniture to automotive, up to aerospace.
All group companies and brands were showcased, with live demos involving all the machines
and technology available in the laboratory and accessible to visitors: Cefla Finishing, Delle Vedove,
DV-Systems, Düspohl, Falcioni and Sorbini. The results are measured out in hard figures: the event
was attended by the representatives of 245 companies from 32 countries, plus some thirty partners
including paint, pump, spraying gun and abrasive
manufacturers, who leveraged the opportunity to
show the use of their products on Cefla equipment.
The “Cefla Finishing Lab” offered an exhaustive
overview of the entire portfolio. In the forefront, the
latest additions to the sprayer and robot family,
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“iGiottoApp” and “Mito K”, which add to established
“Easy”, “Prima”, “iBotic” and “iGiotto”.
“iGiottoApp”, branded Cefla Finishing, is an anthropomorphous robot for the 3D item and panel
painting: with its 3D scanner it can integrate the best
coating technology flexibly, both with modern water-based products and with solvent coatings,
while cutting paint consumption and environmental impact. "Mito K”, also by Cefla Finishing, is the
new swiveling spraying machine with one or two
arms, offering high flexibility and measurable savings in applications, also suitable for small and
medium businesses.
Big news also in digital printing. In collaboration with
the 3D scanner manufacturer Cruse, the scanning
functionality was integrated with the “Cefla Pixart”
digital printing system, which can now deliver photorealistic results beyond 2D.
Great interest also for Sorbini’s “Inert Coating Technology” system, a process that can achieve high
quality in panel preparation while cutting operating costs significantly; the solution is accessible not
only for new installations, but also for existing lines.
Cefla is also continuing to develop “Fusion Coating Technology” – born from a partnership with

Henkel, the giant of glues and chemical products
– which created “UV hot-melt”, an ideal product to
ensure perfect adhesion and flatness on colored
and decorated melamine-faced panels, both
glossy and matte.
“Cefla Live” visitors could also see a window painting line in action, featuring “iGiotto” by Falcioni and
two application systems for profiles: the “Performa”
sprayer and the “Talent” vacuum system, both by
Delle Vedove.
RICCARDO QUATTRINI AND ALBERTO MAESTRI

“This is an occasion to present the biggest technology news and a preview of our next developments”, says Riccardo Quattrini, Managing director, Cefla Finishing Group.
“We can host the big players and establish a
direct relationship with
them, illustrating our technology in the best way, together with our experts.
We can discuss with customers and develop our solutions to a further extent.
For instance, we can show
Riccardo Quattrini.
how we are responding to
a hot topic like cost-effective cycle, basically innovating the robotic parts of our systems, always
pursuing high quality combined with great flexibility.
“iGiottoApp” is definitely the plant that mostly
matches this concept, as it can handle a good number of changes in shape, geometry and color. This
approach, already adopted in wood and panel processing, had not been introduced in painting so far.
With “iGiottoApp” you can process very small batches, but also handle large-scale production, although
the key aspect is to automate the process, eliminating the need of a skilled operator. This machine
concept performs an automatic 3D recognition
of any shape and generates the necessary program
for the cycle to be carried out. The operator only
needs to identify preset parameters inside the “history" of the company, according to the desired finishing. Consistent quality is the first result, highly
appreciated by a market that pays increasing attention to specific benefits. We were even positively
surprised by the response we are collecting, not
only from the most important industrial districts, but
also from Brazil or emerging countries.

Let me point out the high attendance rates from Europe, Russia, China, Central and Latin America, especially Mexico and Columbia.
These are significant trends, as 2014 is going to
close with an export share above 90 percent".
“This situation is similar to the Italian market”, adds
Alberto Maestri, Sales director of the Finishing Division. “Investment
come from companies that have faced
the crisis by increasing their export
share.
They invest to produce better, with
higher quality and
Alberto Maestri.
lower costs".
“The foreign market is essential”, Quattrini continues. “There is much talking about Africa, but only
the northern region will bring significant orders.
India is still a big question mark, due to poor infrastructures and bureaucracy; we are recording
totally different results, really excellent, in China,
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which is currently investing in first-level automation,
with several big companies looking for the best
technology.
Brazil is another big market, but it is going up and
down. This is an excellent period also in the United States, with a rally of investments in local production after the offshoring wave in the Nineties.
Now they are keener on quality, and therefore, our
major US customers are back to invest in big plants
after a strong crisis”.
“The Chinese giant – Quattrini continues − identifies high quality with glossy finishes and a design
inspired to Europe.
In the US, on the contrary, they still prefer traditional
furniture, although the market is changing in terms
of visual impact, quality and functionality. The high
end, offering great design and top quality, is obviously available also in China and the United States.
The same differences are found in windows.
US-made windows are totally different from ours,
they are mainly conceived for energy saving
rather than design and decoration elements.
In China, especially in the North, solid wood windows are in great demand, and we are the only supplier offering an integrated solution for painting and
wrapping, with a specific development based on
Uv coatings. In other words, we can collaborate and
make windows that can be customized to customer
needs also in terms of finishing, this is a promising business".
The feeling is that technology vendors will have to
develop more and more solutions with foreign partners, due to the enduring critical situation of our
country. How much is it going to cost?

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
ANNOUNCES PROMOTIONS

The Cefla Finishing Group, a leading
provider of finishing, decoration and digital
printing solutions for wood, metal, glass
and other applications, is pleased to two promotions of management personnel in Italy, effective January 1, 2015.
Riccardo Quattrini (on the left in the picture),
currently Cefla Finishing Managing Director
is being promoted to Cefla International Director.
Alberto Maestri, currently Cefla Finishing
Sales Director, will become Cefla Finishing
Managing Director.

“A lot. That’s our greatest fear. Not only for finishing, because Italy still has strong know-how in machinery and painting materials,” Quattrini says.
“We will also have to keep investing big money in
joint projects in China or the United States, just to
mention two countries, in order to develop solutions
for the specific requirements of those markets.
Let me add that Italy would be second to none if
we promoted joint initiatives involving big companies not only in sales, but also a much more integrated development of product areas: working together could only bring benefits.
We might develop common experience starting
from panels, which must be processed and, very
often, painted. In this respect, I can tell you that we
have a major partnership with four, five coating producers. Also in this domain we might develop new
ideas together. We have to team up in different areas, from chemicals to process, from technology
to machines. We should think about “technology tables” where we all sit down together, but we need
strategic vision and willingness to integrate... and
maybe we are not ready, yet".
by Luca Rossetti ■

Cefla management is pleased by the exceptional results both gentlemen have produced in their current positions and looks forward to similar success in their new roles.
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
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FROM MACHINERY TO SOFTWARE,

OPEN DOORS AT ROUTECH
A large group of highly qualified visitors accepted Routech’s
invitation to attend the open-house event in the Sinalunga
headquarters, to discover the news and portfolio of the
Scm Group brand committed to research and development
on working centers.
The best of technology
for wood constructions,
and much more. From
machinery to software.
This is the key concept of
the latest open-house
event at Routech, a Scm
Group company based
in Sinalunga, near Siena.
The event was attended
by about one hundred industry professionals, 80
percent coming from
abroad, from those international markets that are
Giovanni Tiezzi.
the main destinations for
Routech, from Europe to Japan.
This is the first curious piece of news, namely
the fact that, in a country where wood constructions are more than just a business, the
success of Routech’s technology is impressive.
And the orders are quite significant... But let’s
start from the beginning.
Constructions were the key topic of the event,
reaffirming the central role of an industry that
accounts for 40 percent of the Tuscan company's revenues.
The open house was also an opportunity to discover the cards that Routech can lay down onto
other tables, i.e. in other industries. Needless to
say, Routech is expanding in constructions, but
the company can offer a wide and diversified
range of cnc working centers for applications
far beyond wood.
We talked about it with Giovanni Tiezzi, tech40 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2014

nical manager and son of
Routech’s founder, Livio
Tiezzi.
Mr. Tiezzi, what’s the focus of
your open-house event?
“We put our line of “Oikos”
working centers for wood
constructions in the forefront;
they were up and running to
show their huge potential to
our guests. The event was
also an opportunity to showcase all other Routech working centers, not only for
woodworking, but also for other materials”.
The evidence is clear: in an industry where
wood has always been processed traditionally,
you were the first to introduce numerical control...
“That’s right. We have always been keen on
studying, designing, experimenting, developing a business where special products are the
rule, the standard. It’s in our Dna, we are an organization that can provide technology in small
series, testing new aggregates, different solutions... We were the first to develop the
“Prisma” head, now installed in 80 percent of
Scm Group routers, with two non-orthogonal rotary axes to turn the tool into any direction in
space.
This head provides several benefits: it is compact, it brings the tool very close to the C-axis,

providing for a stronger assembly, and it ensures higher accuracy in positioning.
Today we have adopted the same philosophy.
Or better, we have applied it more extensively:
anywhere we see growth margins, we never
step back, we seize opportunities. We do what
we can do better, namely invent ever new applications, solve new problems every day.
This approach has driven us to take up the
challenge of new technology applied to wood
constructions, and every day it encourages us
to put our expertise to the service of customers,
prospects and their needs, whatever the product they have to make, whatever the material.
I'll say it again, we were born to deliver special
solutions and we love to do it, while facing all
situations with an organized methodology, as
we are now part of a big industrial group”.

How do you create a new machine?
“I must say that a big part of our success and
our satisfaction comes from strong customer
loyalty. Those who already use one of our machines are likely to come back and ask to solve
another problem”.
Today, Routech seems to be pursuing new directions, with a mixed offer for wood and other
materials...
“The market has driven us to expand our focus,
with two application areas that globally represent 70 percent of our revenues.
To get there, we started from the skills we had
been developing in the past decade in hightech, especially in five-axis machines. We have
specific know-how in
accurate movements
and solutions for a demanding industry like
constructions.
We realized that we
could maximize the experience acquired with
“5-axis working centers “Oikos”.
But after taking the first
steps in the generalpurpose domain, we
soon realized that fiveaxis technology was
only a part of the challenge. The other part
was process expertise,
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which was totally new to us, and software, two
strictly related elements.
So, we had to know what our machines should
do, and better understand what it means to
make beams or elements for a timber house.
And concurrently, transfer this new know-how
into dedicated software, to release the operator from banal, repetitive, useless operations
and leave routine tasks to a computer. The creation and constant development of the “Quicklink” software was certainly one of the keys to
success; with this tool, the operator can easily
work inside programming environments and execute programs to deliver a specific element,
while managing all necessary tools.
“Quicklink” provides a common language that
can be shared with any design software used
by our customers, quickly and effectively trans-

lating their “objects” into machine language”.
Very simply stated, we often feel that machines
are always the same and software makes them
“better”...
“I cannot say you are wrong. The evolution of
any machine is continuous, strong, accurate.
A manufacturer’s success, especially for a big
industrial group, depends on his capacity to
stay one step ahead. Software is definitely the
area were resources and efforts are being increasingly focused: the approach to program
writing has changed, and customer expectations have grown exponentially; today they ask
for tools to work more efficiently and easily, a
seamless transition of information to the machine, and strong diagnostics in case of anomalies or failures. A new frontier that many
companies are approaching is predictive maintenance, that will help anticipate possible issues through specific simulation software”.
Let’s go back to “Quicklink” for a while and its
relevance in wood constructions...
“Sure! The core function of “Quicklink” is not to
simplify the design of a piece to streamline its
production, but rather to develop a drawing as
the final result. You design the construction element you need, a roof portion or an element of
a timber house, and then you add all information about the production of the finished part,
including parameters and tools. You start from
the final target − using a modern, quick, 3D interface integrated with powerful simulation tools
− and then you add what it takes to produce it
on the working center. Not only. “Quicklink” was
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designed to fit into a landscape where different languages from different software vendors
coexisted to produce and machine beams in
a Cad environment; all these languages were
processed by a consortium and unified into a
data sharing standard called “Btl”. This approach − forgive me if I am getting too technical − defines a new level of action,
separated from the machine, whose operation
is driven by other actors, first of all the manufacturer.
On the one hand, you design and draw; on
the other, you build and process wood.
We have acted on a specific part of the
process, proposing a software that establishes a quick link between architectural cad
and machine, while also adding a set of technological information that defines the selection of the “best possible process”. Among
other things, “Quicklink” features a powerful
graphical engine, which allows to draw even

complex shapes and enables the machine to
process them without any problem”.
And what about the future, Mr. Tiezzi?
“Special production is our Dna, as I said before.
Our business model is based on this.
For each sale or opportunity, we always get an
insight of customer needs through a few steps
that help us analyze their needs and requirements in depth, including those that are not explicit at the beginning, so that we are ready to
seize any opportunity also in special production.”
by Luca Rossetti ■
in collaboration with Olivia Rabbi

www.scmgroup.com

COMING UP: “TECHNOLOGY DAYS - DOORS AND WINDOWS”
A modern workshop for the production of
doors and windows. This is the focus of
“Technology Days - Doors and Windows”,
organized by Scm Group at their headquarters in Via Emilia 77, in Rimini, from 5 to
7 February.
It will be an excellent opportunity to showcase
the group's technology for this specific industry, one of the application areas of woodworking machinery where Scm Group has always invested, acquiring extensive process
experience and top-notch technological
know-how.
For small, medium and large businesses, the
“Technology Days” will provide in-depth information and interaction with "door and window specialists", and a live demo of all the
solutions offered by the group to meet all door
and window manufacturing requirements.
The spotlights will be cast onto numerical
control machining centers: the new “Accord
25 FX”, 5-axis technology featuring excellent
price/performance ratio; “Accord FX” work-

ing centers with automatic worktable; and “Accord FX-M”, with multifunction worktable.
Strong focus on software, with “Xilog Maestro” and “Maestro WD”, a specific module for
windows.
Managing big production volumes very easily while ensuring order customization and flexibility: the working cells “Accord WD” and
“Integra”, featured in dedicated presentations,
are the smart answers to this demand.

www.scmgroup.com/it/tdays_housing
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“NADIA”BY ZUANI: DURABILITY,
FINISHING, COST EFFECTIVENESS

The secret of the superior
performance of “ NaDia”
coated knives by Zuani is the
very thin diamond layer
which covers the cutting wire
without changing its geometries. The extremely long life
of inserts, combined with
high finishing quality both
on softwood and hardwood,
make the tool the best choice
for its cost effectiveness and
easy management.
Research in this field is continuous, in laboratories as
well as directly in the field.
Zuani, the manufacturer of
tools for solid wood with
forty-year experience, collaborates with top European
door and window manufacturers, and this has contributed to continue and accelerate the development of
coatings for woodworking
inserts.
The exclusive nanotechnology adopted in the in-house
laboratory allows the user

to coat all shapes and kinds
of inserts made of tungsten
carbide.
A recent development in the
“Dlc” field has affected a
complementary product for
mechanical fixing tools. The
extreme importance and
spread of ball-end cutters for
solid wood and composite
materials processing has
driven Zuani to implement a
process allowing this product
family to feature the same
performance levels obtained
on hard metal knives.
Results have showed up
soon and the enthusiasm of
users has been a further
confirmation of the achievement of an important goal.
The life of the new tool with
“NaDia” coating is 400 percent longer. The life with initial coating and sharpening is
50 percent longer compared
to the life of an identical tool,
sharpened and not coated.
In end mill cutters, as well as

in mechanical fixing tools,
most resistance is generated
by the friction between the
material to be removed and
the cutting surface. “NaDia”
treatment especially focuses
on these parameters: its structure allows the user to reduce the friction coefficient
significantly, enabling operations with lower efforts. This benefit,
combined with suitable cutting edge
geometry, significantly slows down
all common wear processes
that take place with the increase of the quantity of material processed. Everything
translates into higher production efficiency.

nical sheet of the tool, you
are connected to the IT system of Zuani. In real time,
you get clear information
about costs, availability and
features of the original inserts.
www.zuani.com

“NaDia” coating becomes a
sort of “protection agent” for
all cutting inserts that must
have distinctive elements
such as high finishing grade
and superior life also up to
three, five times longer than
standard knives.
In order to further
streamline the management of tools
and have the opportunity to directly
order all original
spare parts with
“NaDia” treatment,
Zuani has launched
a smartphone application. By scanning the QR code
found on each techNovember-December 2014 XYLON INTERNATIONAL 45

THE CHAIR DISTRICT

PART ONE

THE “CHAIR TRIANGLE”
LOOKING FOR ITSELF...
...and probably, it is finding a new way. A journey across one hundred
square kilometers, eleven towns that have made the history of chairs in Friuli,
Italy, Europe and the world. Meeting people to understand the origins
of today’s situation, a touch of nostalgia for a glorious past,
but most of all the determination to win the challenges of the future.

It was a pleasure to accept the invitation we received some time ago from Udine. To be honest,
we did not understand whether it was an invitation
based on old friendship, on mere chance, or on the
desire of “district people” to take a look at their universe from the outside... We accepted with great
pleasure, because we really wanted to understand
what the "Chair Triangle" is today. The invitation
came exactly ten years after a similar business tour
in 2004, when we tried to guess what was changing, where the industry was going, if there was some
mistake or excessiveness carelessness in approaching a situation that was changing deeply.
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We travelled from Milan to Friuli with a picture in our
mind: weeds growing in the courtyards and on the
loading bays of so many furniture factories that have

closed down in Friuli, Alto Livenza, Brianza. We remembered the good old times of the “Chair Exhibition”, a unique event that brought the entire
world to Udine for a one-product exhibition that was
an overwhelming success for so many years. We
thought about Promosedia, a public institute first,
then a special company, and then an organization
open to businesses and territory, which made promotion and promises, with an effective action for
a long time, then gradually weakening. So, what
have we found?
Adriana Cruciatti – the pr account of Asdi, the
agency for the development of the chair district,
which has taken up the role of Promosedia, as we
will explain later – involved us in this new journey
across Friuli and organized an intensive agenda of
meetings, full of opportunities to quench our curiosity.

this brilliant, very active architect realized that his
vision was no longer shared by others. So, he took
a gentle bow and quit.
“Those were wonderful years of intensive activity
and enthusiasm”, he tells before a glass of Friulano
wine, which will always be Tocai to us, in spite of
European standards!
“A very interesting period, when you could undertake great initiatives, although the evolution of
Promosedia from a “public company” to a private
business-oriented organization had reduced the financial resources we had in the past.
There was so much to do: the world was getting bigger every day, markets wanted to
know about made-in-Friuli chairs, business owners were excited about the opportunities ahead. My task, our task, was to
guide them around the world, support
them in exhibitions, organize events... we
were a great team”.
“Then the world literally exploded in our hands”,
Snidar continues. “China boomed, with huge volumes at ridiculous prices, and in the district we realized that the only way to preserve our leadership,
our role, was to build a network, to define a new
industrial model, based on even closer collaboration among companies. Unfortunately, small
businesses, an individualistic approach and a
“handicraft” attitude stopped many of us. Our entrepreneurs, or most of them, seemed unable to interact with the world, to speak the language of globalization, Internet, web, new competitors, new materials. So, all our major customers jumped onto
cheap products: the price attracted them like an

Luciano Snidar.

LUCIANO SNIDAR
Luciano Snidar, general manager of Promosedia
for fifteen years, from 1993 to 2006, is the most suitable person to go back through the mists of time,
when he was guiding the organization. Probably the
richest years, in every sense. But at a certain point,
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irresistible siren... It did not take long to realize that
quality was missing, but even then we were not able
to stand up and show that the district was there for
those who sought quality!
At the end of that season, only few were still able
to fight and carry on. Basically, they did not understand what was happening, they did not realize that it was necessary to think together, to build
a network, to diversify production. Some of them
did and created new successful businesses, but
too many were forced to close down".
“Today the triangle is half the size of those times.
What can we do? Anything, if companies accept
to stand together. There is no use in chasing utopia
and regrets, we simply have to understand that the
district still has a lot to give”, says our friend Luciano
Snidar.

ASDI SEDIA
Agency for the Development of the Chair District
Manzano, (www.asdisedia.com)
Carlo Piemonte is a young man in his early thirties, and quite surprisingly, everyone speaks highly of him. He was engaged to guide the regional
agency for the promotion of the chair district, a challenging task...
Between 2008 and 2010, it seemed that the chair
district had disappeared. No more news from an
area that had lost its role of driver of an entire industry. Tough years, with hardly 650 companies still
active out of 1,200 in the previous years and 1,440
in the golden age of Promosedia. In the good old
times, chairs and components came out from every
cellar and garage, but then the rules of the game
suddenly changed.
“The world is realizing that there are not only Friuli
or Italian chairs, and they are turning to emerging
markets: there is an increasing demand for afThe “3D configurator”
is a service offered
by Asdi's website.
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Italian
Chair District
in Cape Town…

fordable chairs, often
to the detriment of
quality. Entrepreneurs
find new business
models, pure “producer” are thrown out
of the market",
Piemonte says. “In
2011 Asdi Sedia
The chair
stepped up one gear:
manufactured
we pushed on the acfor Pope Benedict XVI.
celerator of Pfc, Fsc
and Iso certifications
(they will be about ninety by next January, editor’s
note) and companies began to improve their results,
as evidence that you can find opportunities if you
have the strength to innovate. Producing is not
enough, you have to make business. Within a short
time, district figures improved. It was not as big as
in the past, but definitely better. Relationships with
design got even tighter, production quality improved
further. Companies attended exhibitions all around
the world with a unified catalog.
The agency was managed as a business, not a consortium or an association, but actually an organization designed to provide services, deliver initiatives for its member companies, for anyone who
want to be an associate, an active part, a driver,
not just a “subscriber”. It was a momentous
change, an involving approach that radically
changed the terms of collaboration: we teamed up,
we worked together, we looked for a common vision, knowing that we would be recognized worldwide under the flag “Italian Chair District”, a brand
that has acquired greater and greater value
through the commitment of member companies.
In 2013 we went together to Cologne, Brussels, Jeddah; we setup up a crowded showroom in Cape
Town, South Africa, the design capital of 2014. This
year we started from Stockholm, then we moved on

to the Saloni in Milan, Medinit in Casablanca, and
also Saudi Arabia. At the London Design Week we
launched a new 2014/2015 catalog, presenting the
portfolio of 42 brands of the chair industry...
And so much work has brought results: today we
are seen as an aggregation laboratory, we manager
two business networks, we have three multi-site certifications, we are implementing 3D design in our
companies... all very tangible initiatives, because
we are a stock company, not a public institution.
We have decided to work in three directions, as
mentioned: territory development, certification
and globalization. We have supported professional
education in the territory, organizing courses, guided tours to companies, seminars about design and
engineering, supporting and collaborating with local schools. We have also addressed the media,
with more than one thousand publications in local
and national media in three years, plus interviews
in the Italian and international press. We have promoted all possible aggregation opportunities in the
territory, supporting the importance of “staying together”. An example is the big armchair for
Pope Benedict XVI, produced by 47 companies
which did not even know one another and began
to interact; or the "Italian Workshop Design”, an

… at Decofair in Saudi Arabia...

… at Furniture & Light Fair in Stockholm.

event for designers interested in getting in close
touch with our companies.
We launched really many initiatives: the collaboration with Fabrica, Benetton Group, driving us to
the limit of our know-how, the creation of a unified
catalog for all district companies exhibiting at the
Saloni in Milan, corporate certifications (from collective “multi-site” certifications to individual certification for each company), and our website, featuring over 300 registered companies which decided to participate”.
“Today the district exceeds 450 million Euro revenues,
of which 170 from the member companies of Asdi
Sedia. We have 5,500 employees approximately, an
export share of 75 percent, mainly to Europe, North
America, the Middle East and Russia.
Wood is still a symbol. The old chair from Friuli, called
“Marocca”, no longer! We are working to preserve
the skills to process this wonderful material, to provide training experiences so that, in twenty years,
there will still be people who can process wood.
Wood is a value for our companies, even if we have
to fight against countries rich in raw material”.

AT VILLA NACHINI CABASSI…
Corno di Rosazzo. Villa Nachini Cabassi is a little
jewel, recently renovated by the municipality to offer a showcase for the area, a space where the “local genius” can stand out and project itself into the
world. There is a winery to taste and buy wines from
the producers of this area of the eastern hills of Friuli;
a tourist information office; a restaurant that combines different regions, stories and traditions;
rooms for exhibitions and events, to promote a culture that was born from the meeting of different populations. And chairs of course, as this is one of the
three capitals of the Triangle, together with Manzano
and San Giovanni al Natisone. A “temporary
show room” at the entrance, created by Asdi to
promote companies and their products, displays
the chairs of five manufacturers. It’s an “rotating”
exhibition, where exhibits change every three-four
months... The restaurant chairs are also "sponsored”
by companies that support the project, again with
a periodical rotation.
Before a glass of excellent wine from white grapes
and a traditional dish, we collect information from
Giusto Maurig and Loris Basso, respectively president and vice president of Asdi.
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ferent stories and needs, but sharing the same desire to do all they can to manage a huge heritage,
namely the Friuli chair. We are working together, effectively, achieving tangible results for companies.
We love this region, we know that chairs, just like
vineyards, are an asset that helps our community
look into the future with optimism. There is passion,
a story combined with strong technical, design and
business skills".

From left:
Loris Basso,
Giusto Maurig
(vice president
and president
of Asdi Sedia)
and Carlo Piemonte,
agency director.

“Asdi, the agency for the development of the chair
district, is a sort of miracle”, Maurig says. “Just think
that we have brought the Chamber of Commerce
and the Province of Udine, eleven municipalities,
five banks, all business, handicraft and retail associations, the trade union, Catas, Ipsia Mattioni,
regional institutions, the Udine Gorizia exhibition all
around the same table… It’s a vast world, with dif-

Above: a picture
of the “temporary
show room”
in the villa.

Right:
Villa Nachini Cabassi.
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You can feel it. You clearly feel that we are working for something that is above everything and
everyone. A call, a sort of vocation, a roundtable
for bold knights? Quite the contrary: a clear,
sharp, accurate vision that this corner of Italy has
excellence to communicate, to stress, to support,
to combine, so that they can spread the wings and
fly around the world.
“Our territory must be promoted as a whole, in all
its expressions”, Loris Basso says. And if he says
so, we have to believe it, because his perseverance,
his strong faith in doing things together has turned
Villa Nachini Cabassi into a location for several initiatives and events; the villa was renovated during
Basso's term using regional funds. “
I was the mayor of Corno di Rosazzo and I have
always supported this vision: chair, food and
wine, tourism. It was not easy to merge these assets into one coordinated plan, but we did it, and
the renovation of this palace − which is turning into
the beating heart of a global system, of this part of
Friuli and its expressions − shows how far you can
go if you share goals and methods. Here, we promote the culture of the territory, which also means
business culture. We talk about certification, marketing, promotion, business culture...".
“And continuous training – adds president Maurig – because this crisis
has lifted the bar: we must
produce better, distribute
better, organize better,
communicate better, sell
better, give a better service. And to do this, you
need expertise, skills that
must be constantly adapted to an ever-changing
world”. Blessed words...

MONTBEL
Manzano (www.montbel.it)
“95 percent abroad, in Europe,
North Africa, the United States,
Russia, the Middle East…; 95 percent contract, a turnkey service
for the interior decorations of
ships, hotels and restaurants”. We
are quickly overwhelmed by the
enthusiasm and passion of
Manuela Montina, president of
the family-run company, who
forces us to speed up our pace
as we follow her through showrooms and production departments. Montbel currently employs fifty people in the Manzano
and San Giovanni al Natisone factories. Revenues are close to 7
million Euros, with double-digit
growth rates.
Most models are “upholstered on
shaft”, so a primary role is played
by interior upholstery, total quality control from wood piece to
finished chair. This quality, combined with suitable design, places
the company at the high end of
the market, for chairs, armchairs,
furniture complements and −
why not − even some sofas.

Manuela
Montina.

“In the past we have many external suppliers, but
the crisis forced many small and micro companies
in the district to close down; as a result, in 2007 we
decide to verticalize our production cycle, taking
full control of each phase in terms of quality and

work organization. We invested a lot, our revenues
increased, the company is doing quite well", says
Manuela Montina with a touch of pride. And she
adds: “... we can furnish a 100-room hotel in three
weeks, because “service” is our keyword, which
means that − for instance − we have some 15 thou-

Some pictures showing Montbel’s business.
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sand raw shafts in our stock, ready to be finished,
padded and lined with the fabric selected by the
customer, and delivered in just fifteen days!”.
The secret is easily revealed: investments in technology, mainly numerical control working centers,
and highly trained staff. “In the upholstery departments – Montina says – everything is done by
hand: it’s as if we sew a dress onto a model. We
make no standard product, it’s all custom”.
Montbel was founded in 1959: for forty years they
produced for others, until they decided to create
their own collection. “It’s terrible to be subcontractors, you are often exploited. I don’t mean our
company only, but the entire Triangle, which was
a victim in the past, and now is an exploiter. We decided to rebel and in few years we have turned into
a different company: new products, new mindset,
new customers, new markets. It wasn't easy to work
with the end customer in mind. The hotel industry
has quickly become a key destination and I must
say this strategy has been rewarded.
We keep developing new ideas that make up a very
rich catalog, with a huge range of products, tastes
and models to meet the needs of all kinds of environments”.
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The showroom is impressive. There are tens and
tens of pieces, all different from one another, all properly displayed in an accurate setting to give a clear
vision of the final atmosphere. Such repertoire is only
possible with perfect organization, also in production. A factory that boasts exceptional production capacity, suitable to face a market that
brings more orders than it currently does. A collection where wood is always in the forefront, “...because I strongly believe – Manuela Montina continues – that you can do a lot with metal, plastics
and composites, but only wood offers a beauty that
remains unchanged over time. Wood is not a fashion trend, it’s a way of living and will never fade
away, although we must pay attention to everything
around us”.
“Today it's all more difficult. District companies, if
they want to survive, must make excellent products
and offer good service, even more if you think that
demand has fallen from thousands of pieces to
twenty, fifty, sometimes a hundred chairs... but even
for such small orders, customers must be listened
to, satisfied, cared after.
“Made in Italy” is still a strong value, a jolly card we
have to play without making mistakes, an excellent
business card, a strong warranty. Unfortunately,
there are fake products, companies who copy our
creativity or produce in Eastern Europe, and they
do not refrain from using the made-in-Italy brand,
it’s disloyal competition, intolerable abuse.
For many of us, “made in Friuli” is still a value, but
certainly not as effective and recognized around
the world as “made in Italy”: let’s take this opportunity and we won’t regret...”.

FRAG
Pradamano (www.frag.it)
Frag has a long story. It began in 1921, when Giovanni Modonutti, a leather worker, decide to start his
own business. He worked leather, bought it and sold
it. He founded the “Casa del cuoio” first, then
“Sedilcuoio”, a still active brand in the district, which
supplies all or most Manzano-based chair makers.
The Frag brand was born twenty-five years ago, expressing the desire of the family − not at the third generation − to address the final customer. They still
worked as subcontractors, but only for "big names",
delivering processed leather to high-end companies.
Not only in the district, not only in Italy.
Frag offers its own catalog around the world, from the
United States to Japan, very elegant and high-quality products. Chairs, armchairs, tables, complements,
where leather is the distinctive element, to line, wrap
up and enhance shapes and functions. Style and
class find fertile ground in residential and contract,

Franco Di Fonzo
with his son Michele.

whereby the latter keeps growing “…because there
is a need and desire to have good quality furniture,
but most of all pieces with an identity, created by wellknown designers with a story and a professional reputation”, explains Franco Di Fonzo, the husband of
Giovanna Modonutti, the founder’s grand-daughter,
in charge of the artistic direction of Frag.
“We have been collaborating for a long time with
young designers, as well as big names of contemporary design, such as Ferruccio Laviani,
Christophe Pillet or Nigel Coates, just to mention the
first names to come to my mind. I must say we realized many years ago how important it was to be a
well-known, successful company, to have all it takes
for famous designers to come and submit their projects to us. Let me tell you that such partnerships indicate a mature organization that can express quality and "production creativity", as essential conditions
to generate new ideas and turn them into products
to be used.
Every year, we select four or five pieces that match
the present status and mission of Frag; we know they
will never be produced in big volumes, but they become a symbol of our work, of our vision, or alternatively, more "reassuring" pieces, if you allow this definition, products that immediately meet the taste of
our customers. This philosophy has rewarded us,
since 2009 we have been growing at double-digit
rates, making clear decisions, working consistently,
addressing a quality-focused market, keen on
leather quality, that appreciates the manic attention
we pay to every tiny detail, even in the most hidden
stitching point... this is Frag”.
“Leather – Di Fonzo adds – is an extraordinary raw
material, but it must be treated with great care and
manual skills that are handed down from craftsmen to apprentices, although technology is offer-
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ing great support with scanners that identify every
small defect or optimize cutting. But human hands
make the real difference”.
Thirty-five employees, 7 million Euro revenues, 98 percent from export to Europe, the United States, the Middle and Far East. Each product is fire-branded: Frag
and “made in Italy”, a successful combination arising from a factory that looks like an atelier, a place
where each worker hardly does the same thing for
long: shapes, leather tones change over and over.
“Our “made in Italy” is still strong”, Di Fonzo says. “We
make the most beautiful things in the world, but we
must be able to communicate, to highlight their value, to show that each product has a father, a designer
who imagined and design it, and a company that
manufactured it.
I repeat: we have an identity and we address a specific market segment. You can find our brand in the
most beautiful furniture stores around the world, in big
hotels, in famous restaurants, on the Carnival ships
sailing to the Caribbean, and for a few years not, on
the Costa Crociere cruisers”.
When you visit Frag, you realize that leather has no
limits, that quality leather processed by skillful
hands can improve any structure with excellent technical features, concealing top performance under absolute elegance. This family-run company – with Di
Fonzo and his wide Giovanna as artistic director, their
son Michele is in charge for product development and
their daughter Federica for marketing – has been able
to re-launch an ancient story.
Franco di Fonzo is also the president of the Wood
Group of Confindustria Udine, so a precious wit-
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X YLON
MADE-IN-ITALY IN THE WOODWORKING MACHINERY INDUSTRY

ness of what has happened and is happening in the
“Triangle”.
“I joined Promosedia twenty-five years ago”, he says.
“We had an incredible activity, we attended all exhibitions around the world with collective pavilions to
open up new markets that made our fortune. We learnt
to know and respect one another. But then things
changed little by little. The markets became tougher,
the crisis started to bite and the system began to
crumble. With Catas support, we created a district
brand that certified the origin and quality of our product, but we were not able to involve many companies. Quite a few did not realize that the world had
changed. I believe that the only way to preserve our
leadership is to build a network of businesses. That’s
why I got involved in the Wood Group, which includes
big names like Fantoni, Calligaris and Snaidero, as
well as many small and medium businesses. We must
work together if we want to be successful on the global market, we have to find a way − together − to communicate, to set up temporary stores, to organize
event, to test new logistic approaches.
Talking about exhibitions, I admit we are missing the
Chair exhibition, which was an opportunity for the
territory to emerge, bringing industry people and media from all over the world to Udine. It was a strong
driver for all of us. But we must not be mistaken, that
chapter is not closed. From that experience, the Italian Chair District and Asdi Sedia were born, and we
still have a lot to say!”.
The Friuli chair is alive and has a lot of energy to deploy. Di Fonzo’s words clearly show that there is a new
direction to take. “In the past decades, the Friuli chair
was the expression of a thousand companies. Many
of them have disappeared, as they could not handle change. Those who looked around, changed their
role from producer to entrepreneurs and understood
that a chair is also a piece of design have survived
a very difficult economic period. Those who stuck to
production only had no space. In Bosnia or Croatia, not to mention China, they make chairs at half the
price. If we focus on design, on quality, on “made in
Italy”, on “standing together”, we will always have a
chair district that many would crave....”.

WOOD TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRY, TRADE AND HANDICRAFTS

X YLON.it
THE ONLINE DAILY NEWSPAPER OF THE WOOD INDUSTRY
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END OF PART ONE
Part Two of this article will be published in the January/February 2015 issue
by Luca Rossetti ■

FAIRS

INTERZUM GUANGZHOU 2015
LAUNCHES A NEW HALL
Following the news of the addition of a new exhibition hall
to Asia’s largest and most comprehensive woodworking and furniture
production trade fair, the organizers of Cifm /interzum guangzhou
recently revealed the purpose of the added space.

Slated to happen from March 28 - April 1, 2015 the
11-year old event will continue to be held alongside
the China International Furniture Fair. This will be
the first time Hall 12.1 of the Pazhou Complex is activated for the event, boosting the total exhibition
area to 140,000 square meters, which is expected
to host over 1,200 exhibitors and more than 62,000
visitors.
The upholstered furniture market demand is closely tied to the real estate market, and with the accelerating urbanization, growth in urban population
and the intensifying residential development in
emerging markets in recent years, the region is increasingly becoming the world's new growth market for upholstered furniture.
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The booming of the upholstered furniture industry in China has brought about the upholstery
equipment manufacturers’ rising demand to participate in Cifm/interzum guangzhou. In 2015,
show organizers will open up Hall 12.1, and will
focus on product category revolving around
Bedding Materials/Bedding Machinery/Cutting
Machinery/Sewing Machinery and Woodworking
Machinery. The new hall is expected to offer an
opportunity for more quality brands to participate in Cifm/interzum guangzhou 2015.
Despite injecting nearly 10,000 additional square
meters, the event is still heavily oversubscribed.
Spaces at international halls 11.1, 12.1, 13.1,
14.1 and 15.1 have all been snapped up.

The area devoted to materials and equipment for
upholstery & bedding will host companies Okin Refined, Boyteks Tekstil, Boycelik, Gentherm, Ateja Tritunggal, Bekaert, Jacquard Textile, eMomo,
Zhulian, Xinyada, Lion Rock Group, Linak, Limoss,
Zahonero, TiMotion, Bodet & Horst, Tianye
Jacquard, Aidefu, Richard Pieris.
Leading companies to be showcased at the event
include for woodworking machinery & Tools companies Ima, Vollmer, Duerkopp, Beland, Scm
Group, Hsd Mechatronic, Leitz, Paolino Bacci,
Wood-Mizer, Freud, Leuco, Ake, Homag Group,
Biesse Group, just to mention a few.
The other halls are related to hardware/components
& fittings (Fgv, Titus, King Slide, Takachiho Koheki, Italiana Ferramenta, Torrini, Sige, Dongtai, Salice, Fit Art, Rodi), wood products/adhesives (H.B.
Fuller, Internet Wood Glue, Rocky, Ahec, Canada
Wood, Franklin, Kleiberit, Jowat, Pollmeier, Urufor,
Fibromade, Taiqiang and materials and equipment
for Interior Design (Ica, Tuoch, Schattdecor, Orchard, Talent, Surteco, Tece Dekor, Rehau, Huali,
Xiongyi, Sionwolf, Dehua TB).
Among the overseas pavilions from the American
Hardwood Export Council, Germany, Italy, Spain,
Taiwan, Turkey and the US/Canada, the Canadian
Wood and ProChile pavilions will see bigger representations than before in 2015. Canada and Chile,
both renowned for their abundant forest resources
are poised to provide more high-quality wood selections for buyers.

Details will be available and published on the event
webpage in early November.
ABOUT THE ORGANIZERS
As a world-renowned trade fair organizer, Koelnmesse has an excellent track record for organizing some of the world’s most successful trade
events, such as the accomplished interzum and
imm in Cologne, Germany and furniPro Asia in Singapore. With 90 years’ experience in organizing
large-scale commercial events connecting buyers
and sellers, Koelnmesse brings forth an unrivaled
skill-set and expertise needed to develop Cifm/interzum guangzhou into the premier international furniture production trade show in Asia.
www.koelnmesse.com
The China Foreign Trade Centre (Group) is a
highly qualified and experienced exhibition company. For more than 50 years, it has been organizing the China Import and Export Fair (also known
as the Canton Fair), the largest trade fair in China.
It is also the organizer of Ciff (China International
Furniture Fair (Guangzhou), Asia’s biggest furniture
trade fair.
Online visitor pre-registration for the event has
kicked-off.

The clear product segmentation, series of fringe activities, and professional service of Cifm/interzum
guangzhou have always been major factors contributing to the positive atmosphere for all at the
event. The 2015 edition will continue to offer the Piazza Lounge providing complimentary internet services, refreshment and meeting venue, as well as
hosting of industry forums and seminars.
www.interzum-guangzhou.com.
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SICAM, THEY DID IT AGAIN

Sicam is definitely an exhibition that keeps drawing attention and success,
almost untouched by the widespread crisis that is hitting the wood-furniture industry.
Time runs fast,alas...and we have seen the end of
the sixth edition of Sicam, the international exhibition
of components, accessories and semifinished
materials for the furniture industry, held last October 14 to 17 at the Pordenone fair.
Since the earliest hours, the event gave the impression that it had been long awaited: through four
days we have seen more than satisfactory attendance, a consistent flow of visitors, without the
“sags” we had noticed in previous years during the
afternoon.
An attracting show, with many operators among the
stands and many exhibitors, the “usual” exhibition
we are familiar with, with excellent installations and
a large, diversified delegation of representatives
from the world of semifinished materials and supplies, always complemented by high-end services. Lots of people in the halls, from 1 to 8, with hall
9 virtually entirely dedicated to catering. Basically, Sicam covered the same surface as usual, or better: this year there was a slight increase in area (120
square meters more than in 2013, if we got it clear).
Forget the crisis!
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An attracting fair, we said. This was due to several elements, last but not least the fact that there is
no “weak hall”: from the first to the last step you
take, you meet companies and products worth seeing and knowing, famous brands alternating with
other actors, creating a "constantly stimulating" visiting route.

FIGURES
So, everything fine and a positive impression, supported by the figures given by organizers: a bit less
than 500 exhibitors, 498 to be precise, came to Pordenone from 33 countries to meet over 17 thousand
visitors, with a 35 percent share of foreign operators, approximately six thousand people from 95
countries, an international share that keeps growing year after year.
“Based on registrations at the desks and exhibitor interviews, all the big names of the furniture
industry attended Sicam 2014”, said Carlo Giobbi, the patron of the show. “If necessary, this figure proves that Sicam is an essential exhibition to

cover the Italian market and one of the most important for the global furniture industry”.
Giobbi's statement is supported by visitor figures.
On one side, once again, most visitors came from
Germany, but on the other there was strong and
growing interest from Russia, with over 400 people, about 7 percent of total attendance, plus one
thousand operators from Central and Eastern Europe, especially Poland, Serbia and Ukraine. Another interesting figure is 23 percent of visitors from
Asia, who really deserve a special mention for having reached Pordenone, actually not one of the most
convenient places in the world.
Significant increases also from Northern Africa
(Egypt, Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco), “encouraged” by the joint promotion of Sicam and the Italian Ministry of Economic Development, which
supported operators from those countries who wanted to attend the sixth edition. “A sign not only of the
careful evaluation performed but also of the opportunities that these emerging markets represent
for the components and accessories sectors that
are present at Sicam fair”, reads the final press release distributed by organizers.
After all, Sicam’s attractiveness is out of question.
As Giobbi himself commented, “...Every year, innovations in design and materials are presented at
the fair, because the components and accessories
sectors are ever-changing and live on generating
innovation at a fast pace: the entire global furniture
sector benefits from this, in particular the future product lines to be presented at the spring edition of the
exhibition. Each country, with its industries, is
able to find in the fair those ideas and solutions that
will allow it to emerge into the international arena
enhancing the prerogatives of its own market”.
Another interesting information about visitors is the
number of “highly specialized” visitors attending
the fair according to organizers.
The reference audience remains that of the decision-makers in the company: “...the project manager who chooses which components to employ
(representing 9% of the total), the top manager or
head of the technical dept. (22%) or even the actual Ceo of the company (the person who attends
the most, amounting to 30% of the registrations).
Industrial manufacturing companies (44%) are those

most present at the fair: but also 20 percent of the
registrations related to the handicraft industry is also
significant”.
There is another element we would like to highlight.
Carlo Giobbi had announced the intention to
count companies instead of “heads”.
Let's explain: is it more valuable knowing that an
event was attended by 100 people or 100 companies, 100 prospects? And don't forget that, in the
good old days, some companies brought busses
full of employees to visit exhibitions, a sort of reward
combined with direct involvement. Today, it is
definitely more useful − we agree with Giobbi − to
know how many “customer companies” have
come to the show and how many of these each exhibitor has hosted in his stand, rather than a number of people walking in the aisles, which is
doubtfully significant in terms of real business.
So, Sicam still mentioned the number of visitors in
post-event communications, but they added the announced figure. Open your ears: 6,500 companies
attended Sicam 2014, with 2.5 average visits per
company. The bus trip times are over, alas or at
last...
Now the attention of organizers is already focused
on the 2015 edition, scheduled in Pordenone from
Tuesday 13 to Friday 16 October. In the next twelve
months, Giobbi and his team will show their
proverbial dedication to promote the exhibition all
over the world.
As far as we were told, Sicam will be present in
twenty trade fairs around the world, including
Iran, India, Brazil, Mexico, Germany, Indonesia.
Attention is already focused on various emerging
countries, where an increase in participation is expected, as well as on countries that are traditionally “friends”, a reference point for the
business relationships of many of
the exhibitors. Germany first. (l.r.) ■

www.exposicam.it
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POSITIVE OUTLOOK FOR PANELS
European and national institutions acknowledge the tough period
for the panel industry, involved in an unfair fight against the use of wood
for energy generation and the enduring (in Italy) lack of raw material.
The current status was illustrated at Sicam by Assopannelli.
The panel industry is achieving the first results in
the fierce battle against the use of wood biomass
for energy production. In recent years, this trend
has jeopardized the entire industry, reducing the
availability of wood as primary and secondary raw
material. The current status and future outlook of
“made in Italy” panel producers was illustrated by
Paolo Fantoni, president of Assopannelli/FederlegnoArredo, at the latest Sicam in Pordenone. The
starting point was the campaign “Let’s not burn
made in Italy”, a European initiative in collaboration with Epf-European Panel Federation, supported by Assopannelli and four major Italian
companies: Fantoni, Group Frati, Saib and Group
Mauro Saviola.
The worries for Italian and European panels are not
decreasing, but there are clear possibilities that recovery might spread from Italy to the entire Western Europe. In the past three years, European institutions – above all Eesc-European Economic and
Social Committee – have acknowledge the difficult
situation of the industry, between loss of competitiveness and employment, and offshoring to markets with better conditions in terms of energy costs
and raw material availability; as a result, a new approach has been adopted. Such acknowledgment
is supported by hard figures: as reported during the
Eesc meeting last September, between 2008 and
2013 the European panel industry lost 10.3 million
cubic meters of production capacity, out of 55 million in total, and 51 plants closed down, including
some factories that were offshored outside the EU.
Italian figures clearly depict the problem of low raw
material availability.
Italy is the largest log importer in Europe, the world’s
sixth importer of wood and the second in Europe,
the world’s fourth importer of chipped wood and the
world’s number one consumer of pellets, with 3.3
million tons in 2013 compared to a national pro60 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2014

duction of just 350 thousand tons. Italy is also the
largest firewood importer worldwide (16 million ton
consumption in 2013). In this scenario, the panel
industry is going through a tough period, especially
for particleboard.
As Paolo Fantoni mentioned, in the first semester
2014, the lack of raw material in this industry forced
many European and Italian manufacturers to stop
production for five weeks on average, while low productivity had a serious impact on the furniture industry. This resulted into an increase of import in
the first half 2014, up by 51 percent for a total of
506 thousand cubic meters, with annual estimates close to one million cubic meters and foreign
production covering approximately 33 percent of
domestic consumption.
Looking at figures, Fantoni said, the situation is
evolving. “Panel production is moving towards Eastern Europe, while operations in the West are decreasing. It is also clear that the decision to support the use of wood as fuel is affecting employment in Italy. The generation of added value for fired
wood is ten times lower than the value we would
generate if we kept the same quantity of raw material within the supply chain".
Index of wood availability
to European wood-based
panel producers
at the end of 2013.

■
■
■

Adequate
Low
Critical

PARTICLEBOARD: ITALIAN IMPORT BY COUNTRY OF ORIGIN (JANUARY-JUNE 2014)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Country
Austria
Romania
France
Germany
Hungary
Serbia
Portugal
Slovakia
Switzerland
Spain
Sweden
Czech Rep.
Croatia
Slovenia
Bulgaria
Others
Total

Million Euro
21.28
15.78
10.19
8.88
6.62
5.45
4.86
4.80
2.95
2.57
1.75
1.69
1.29
1.21
0.66
1.87
91.86

% var.
28.8%
106.4%
5,7%
86.6%
209.2%
428.9%
102.9%
510.6%
188.6%
505.3%
(…)
-82.6%
(…)
620.5%
365.2%
2.8%
57.4%

Tons
57,632
74,651
38,697
21,252
26,730
21,734
18,027
22,032
8,437
8,507
8,443
6,695
5,596
5,210
2,474
3,475
329,592

% var.
17.1%
96.7%
-4.4%
144.2%
229.6%
335.6%
87.4%
618.1%
218.2%
646.1%
(…)
-85.9%
857.2%
763.8%
(…)
-6.8%
50.7%

Cubic meters
85,043
112,139
59,412
37,299
41,226
33,141
28,767
34,476
12,528
13,075
13,720
10,612
8,160
8,055
3,896
5,349
506,898

% var.
18.2%
95.6%
3.7%
138.6%
215.8%
359.4%
95.7%
664.6%
222.4%
635.8%
(…)
-86.0%
832.6%
796.0%
(…)
-5.2%
51.0%

Source: Assopannelli.

The actions of European institutions, guided by Epf
and the national associations (including Assopannelli/FederlegnoArredo), are yielding early results, with public institutions from Brussels to
the Italian Parliament that are listening to the requests of the wood industry. Fantoni continued: “We
are talking with the Italian MP Ermete Realacci to
promote a law that introduces favorable actions for
our industry, changing priorities to support the use
of raw material within the wood and panel supply
chain”.
Meanwhile, in Germany, the new regulation about
renewable energy and modifications to the current
regulations of the energy sector, enacted last August 1st, has cancelled all subsidies to the use of
wood for energy production. During the meeting in
Mestre, Venice, last September 1, 2014, the European Economic and Social Committee, following the
acknowledgment of “low” raw material availability,
submitted new guidelines to the EU Commission,
urging member countries to eliminate subsidies to
wood combustion and recommending the definition of practices to support the “cascade” use of
raw material. In Italy, Assopannelli has laid specific
operating strategies on the table, some of which are
ready to be implemented.

The first one is the doubling of poplar-cultivated
areas, from current 55 to 110 thousand hectares
by 2020, based on an inter-regional agreement on
poplar cultivation signed last January 29 in Venice,
the drafting of Pac and Psr plans at regional level, the financial contributions for greening actions,
and a 30 percent increase of subsidies. The resolution, approved by the Agriculture Commission
of the Italian Parliament last September 10, binds
the Government to double poplar-cultivated areas
based on the agreement signed by five regions in
Northern Italy, namely, Friuli Venezia Giulia, Lombardy, Piedmont, Veneto and Emilia Romagna.
The second strategy is the definition of a new inter-regional agreement for wood distribution
across the Alps, aimed at doubling harvesting volumes from 20 to 40 percent of annual growth, combined with a renovation of forestry. Third, the elimination of distortions in raw material trade, by cancelling subsidies to wood combustion for energy
production and promoting good practices for the
cascade use of wood, as recommended in the
Dresden resolution of 2011.
www.assopannelli.it
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FRATI GROUP: NICE AND FEASIBLE

There is no beauty without technological quality, and vice versa.
This is the basic concept of panel production by Frati Group,
among the big actors at the latest Sicam in Pordenone.
As usual, their booth was a strong attraction, it displayed panels not only for what they are, but also
for what they might become once they are transformed, machined, assembled.
A trendy “urban” and metropolitan look to convey
the top performance of a product addressed to interior design. This was the presentation of Group
Frati from Pomponesco (Mantova) at this year’s
Sicam in Pordenone. A leading producer of particleboard, mdf (raw and laminated), with a "Tailoring Division" that manufactures product lines and
custom decors for design and interior decorations,
Frati has re-launched its peculiar offer between
modernity and tradition, but most of all they have
reaffirmed their concept: high technology must not
detract from the trendy beauty of a finished product, this is a must to be competitive in a complex
scenario.
Not only: sophisticated beauty and high-quality technology in the service of design are the “weapons”
available to urge the commitment of public institutions to safeguard the panel industry. Hence the
decision to join the initiative “Let's not burn made
in Italy”, promoted last October in Rome by Assopannelli/FederlegnoArredo within the framework of “Wood Action Days” by Epf (European Panel Federation), as reported on page 70. This initiative
united the voice of panel manufacturers to highlight
the benefits of reusing recycled wood rather than
62 XYLON INTERNATIONAL November-December 2014

burning it as fuel. Plus two hours of production stop.
At Sicam we met Luisa Frati, the “soul” of the group.
It was an opportunity to know where we stand and
where the panel industry is going. Starting from
Sicam, of course...
“As done in previous editions, we have come to
Sicam with an innovative approach.
For us, panels are a strongly industrial product, supported by remarkable know-how resulting from our
solid longstanding experience. This product requires significant investments linked to raw material, its cleaning during process and all the stages
that lead from wood pieces and chips to high-quality panels. But it is still true that we have to define
a product that is beautiful as well as technically
valid. We cannot forget that customers buy what

they see, and a nice aspect is very often essential”.
For a long time and more than others, you have
been presenting your panels with this added value, you make them more attractive, nicer to see...
“One thing is for sure: we present them in a different
way. After all, each manufacturer has its own dna,
and at Frati, we have always been keen on the visual aspect. We believe in it and probably it
couldn’t be otherwise, because this reflects the approach and sensitivity of our sales management,
where women have a significant share. Our philosophy is selling a beautiful and applicable product, offering all the necessary “technical assets”.
The surface, color and decoration is selected by
the final customer, by the housewife. We should not
forget we are seeing a strong development of demand in several markets, especially abroad and in
the contract business, namely stores, hotels, offices,
public venues, restaurants. Architects, designers
and the likes are looking for solutions to coordinate
furniture and environments, to build a specific
scheme. Our duty is to respond to such demand,
to stimulate fantasy. That's why our stand at Sicam
2014 features an “Urban Style”, an established trend
on a global scale, though still less popular in Italy,
that re-launches our role as consultants and suppliers of versatile products.Contract and design are
bringing good satisfaction, we are collecting the fruits
we have sown in recent years. Our customers
come to us to analyze their projects together and see
how we can collaborate, which solutions and materials we can provide to solve an environment, a collection, a project”.
Mrs. Frati, are you considering finished products,
maybe?
“Our business strategy does not envisage finished
products, because we respect the independence

of our customers. Unlike others, we have decided
not to produce semifinished materials, but to offer
inputs, signals, hints...”
You are among the companies that supported the
campaign “Let's not burn made in Italy”...
“As this is a national initiative, we should all stand
together to save the industry and ourselves. The
first who should be grateful for this initiative are our
customers, they should understand the effort we
are deploying to guarantee the future of our production and their work”.
The Italy of panels is fighting against strong foreign
competition, very fierce...
“We must say that there are much bigger panel manufacturers than we are. I can tell you that, ever since
Frati was born, we had to face groups that had been
in business for a long time. Although the Italian panel industry has relatively recent origins, we have been
able to grow exponentially, let me tell you”.
In this scenario, what can be the future, the “mission” of Italian panels?
“I think that melamine-faced particleboard and mdf
are the products of the future. If we want to avoid
destroying forests recklessly and offer consistent
performance, products and quality to customers,
we have to offer a repeatable industrial product,
combined with maximum surface and intrinsic quality. This is what it really means to be an “industry”,
it’s an all-round role for us, as we are the promoters of a specific standard and we have the capacity
to offer more and more. All over the world, Italians
will always be in the forefront, as usual...”.

www.gruppofratispa.com
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LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
ON EUROPEAN PARQUET

In the first nine months of
2014, the picture of the European wood flooring market
mirrors the slow trend, not to
say recessive, of the Old
Continent.
That’s the scenario presented by Fep, the European
Federation of the Parquet
Industry, in the quarterly report: parquet production and
sales in Europe reflect a
leopard-skin economic situation, with few happy spots
emerging from the comparison of twelve Eu countries.
According to Fep analysis,
the parquet market in Austria
in the period under scrutiny
lost an estimated 3 percent
compared to the same period of the previous year. Also
Finland declined (by 5 to 7
percent), due to strong dependence on Russia, which
is experiencing a very difficult

political situation that inevitably impacts its general
economic trend, currently
very critical.
In France, the market saw a
decline by 10 to 12 percent
in the first nine months of
2014, and the trend forecast
is negative as well.
The confidence of end consumers across the Alps is
quite low and they have
adopted a “wait and see” attitude.
Germany is pulling on the
brake as well. After the positive development of the first
half 2014, the European locomotive was slowed down
by recession in June, enduring through the following
months, that caused a decline in parquet sales estimated at 1-2 percent in the
first eight months of the year.
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Let's come to Italy where,
under the pressure of stagnation in the construction industry, parquet consumption
remains very low, with a sharp
decline of sales by an estimated 20 percent. For information, consider that also ceramics are losing an estimated 15 percent.
The parquet market in the
Netherlands is still characterized by an important overcapacity in production (facilities). The contraction of recent years did not affect the
production capacity. Producers are looking for export opportunities, facing a constant
decline of domestic consumption, though at a slower
pace than expected.
Belgium, Denmark, Norway,
Spain and Switzerland. The
latter, in the first ten months of

2014, recorded a flat trend,
both for mosaic and 3-strip
products. Notice that
Switzerland is a country
where Diy (Do-it-yourself)
has a significant market
share, around 10 percent,
with good growth rates for
Lvt (Luxury vinyl tiles).
The arrow points up only in
Sweden, where the parquet
market grew by three percent in the first nine months
of 2014, driven by the positive trend of constructions,
especially one-family houses. ■

www.parquet.net

FAIRS

THE FUTURE OF BUILDING
AT BAU 2015
their time in offices or other
interior spaces. If conditions in these spaces are
ideal, they have a positive
impact on working performance.
An area will be dedicated to
technology solutions to improve buildings and interiors, from innovative ventilation systems to integrated
control, monitoring and optimization systems.

With an indoor area of 180
thousand square meters,
Bau, the World's Leading
Trade Fair for Architecture,
Materials and Systems −
both residential and commercial, for new buildings as
well as renovation − will open
up its gates in Munich from
19 to 24 January 2015.
Once again, Bau will fill up all
17 available halls, welcoming
around 2,000 exhibitors
from all over the world with a
share of foreign companies
close to 30 percent.
On the visitor side, the organizers (Messe München
International) are aiming at
the 230 thousand threshold
and to further expand the international share. The construction industry, where

wood plays an increasing
role, has long recognized
Bau as an innovation driver.
All Bau shows from 2005
have recorded a “full house”
and also at the upcoming
event, exhibition space demand largely exceeds the
available 180 thousand
square meters, with a waiting
list that includes over 400
companies.
In 2013, the exhibition set a
new record with 2,060 exhibitors, 572 of them from
abroad, equal to 27 percent
of total exhibitors, coming
from 41 countries. Figures
were very positive also on the
visitor side. In 2013 there
was no record only because
of bad weather, but still the
exhibition exceeded an au-

dience of 60 thousand visitors
from abroad.
Three key topics will be covered at the next edition: intelligent urbanization, buildings and users, energy and
resource efficiency.
Around two-thirds of the
world’s population will be concentrated in urban areas by
the year 2025. This challenge
can only be met through an integrated approach between
urban planning, architecture
and building technology and
systems. In this area, visitors
will be able to get a vision of
the progress towards the city
of the future, and current opportunities offered by design
and technology.
People in Central Europe
spend over 80 percent of

The use of energy and resources is one of the biggest
challenges ahead. The construction industry as a
whole can significantly contribute to the use of sustainable materials, innovative technology to recycle
materials, and intelligent
software to design energysaving buildings.
The development of new, integrated facade concepts
and efficient energy supply
models for individual buildings, even entire urban areas, are logical and necessary steps on the road to the
future of small and big cities.
Special shows and forums
about constructions, ecodesign and sustainable
architecture will round off
the exhibition offer during all
days. ■

www.bau-muenchen.com
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WOOD, MACHINES AND FURNITURE:
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITORS

observatory

In this article we illustrate the export
figures referred to the JanuaryJune 2014 period for machinery,
wood and furniture, by those countries identified as major competitors
worldwide.
Export trend of woodworking ma-

chinery, over the period, shows a
positive trend for all major exporters worldwide. Wood and
semifinished products (logs,
sawnwood and panels) show again
the dual leadership of China and
Canada with also five billion Euros.

The trend in furniture industry
highlights the consolidation of Italy
as a second exporter worldwide
and the rise of Poland in the top
three. ■

WOODWORKING MACHINERY EXPORT (January-June 2014), (Mio Euro)
Exporters
Germany
Italy
China
Taiwan
Austria

Value
788.6
548.9
376.8
252.2
193.5

Var. % 14/13
0.4
7.1
13.6
12.5
12.3

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 846510, 846591, 846592, 846593, 846594, 846595, 846596, 846599,
846692, 84793.

WOOD EXPORT* (January-June 2014), (Mio Euro)
Exporters
China
Canada
Usa
Germany
Russia

Value
4,933.9
4,617.5
3,668.9
3,498.1
2,886.9

Var. % 14/13
8.0
-3.2
9.3
6.1
10.6

Source: Intracen, codes Nc 4401-21, 4501-04, 4601.
* logs, sawnwood, panels.

WOOD FURNITURE EXPORT (January-June 2014), (Mio Euro)
Exporters
China
Italy
Poland
Germany
Usa

Value
7,970.5
2,284.0
1,973.7
1,845.0
712.0

Var. % 14/13
4.4
3.8
17.7
-0.4
-2.2

Source: Intracen codes Nc 940150, 940151, 940159, 940161, 940169, 940330, 940340, 940350,
940360, 940380, 940381, 940389.
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FOCUS ON MALAYSIA
Despite the continuing of uncertain
conditions in the world economy, the
economic growth in Malaysia in the
first half of 2014, mainly driven by exports and domestic demand, has exceeded the best expectations reaching the plus 6.3 percent.
The World Bank estimates that this
indicator can slow its growth in the
last few months of the year and even
more in 2015, remaining well above
5 percent.
Private consumption, one of the
main protagonists of growth, are expected to decrease by 6.7 percent
in 2014 to 5.7 percent in 2015, due
to the increase in inflation assuming
that by the end of 2014 goes from
3.3 percent to 4 percent and reaching in 2015 4.5-5 percent due to the
10 percent increase of fuel cost due
to the progressive reduction of State
subsidies.
In April 2015 is planned the introduction of a new Gst tax (Goods &
services tax) of 6 percent.
The restrictive monetary measures
in implementation should allow a reduction of the public debt, among
the highest in Asia, from 52.8 percent
of Gdp in 2014 to 51.2 percent in
2015 and the fiscal deficit from 3.9
percent of Gdp in 2013, to 3.5 percent in 2014 and 3 percent in 2015.
Unemployment is decreasing from
3.1 to 2.8 percent in the second
quarter of 2014 and the average
monthly income of households increased by 7.7 percent in 2009-2012
and 6.6 percent in 2013, reaching
in 2014 a monthly average of about
5,000 Ringgit (1,200 euros), which
argues in favor of the commitment
of this government to transform the
country into an economy with high
income by 2020. ■

GENERAL ECONOMIC INDICATORS (US$)
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
Gdp, (constant prices, % var.)
5.2
5.6
4.7
5.9
5.2
Gdp (current prices, Us$)
289.3 304.9 313.2 336.9
375.6
Gdp per capita
(current prices, Us$)
9,955.8 10,331.3 10,456.9 11,062.0 12,127.2
Investments (% of Gdp)
23.2
25.9
26.1
26.7
27.0
Inflation (% var.)
3.2
1.7
2.1
2.9
4.1
Goods import (% var.)
4.6
0.3
5.9
5.5
4.6
Goods export (% var.)
5.3
-3.8
1.8
2.8
6.7
Population (million people)
29.1
29.5
29.9
30.5
30.9
Balance of payments
(billion of Us$)
33.5
17.6
12.3
14.6
15.8
Source: Imf (International monetary fund).

WOODWORKING MACHINERY IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio US$)
Export
Import

2011
31.7
130.3

2012
30.7
127.7

2013
26.7
88.5

Var. % 13/12
-13.0
-30.7

2013
4,529.5
434.4

Var. % 13/12
-10.5
7.8

Source: Intracen.

WOOD IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio US$)
Export
Import

2011
5,286.3
545.9

2012
5,060.7
471.4

Source: Intracen.

WOODEN FURNITURE IMPORT/EXPORT (Mio US$)
Export
Import

2011
1,961.7
480.9

2012
2,113.0
840.2

2013
1,858.1
1,121.9

Var. % 13/12
-12.1
33.5

Source: Intracen.
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JANUARY 2015

FEBRUARY 2015

17-20 January
Domotex
www.domotex.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Furniture

3-7 February
Stockholm furniture fair
www.stockholmfurniturefair.com
• Stockholm (Sweden)
Furniture

19-24 January
Bau
www.bau-muenchen.com
• Munich (Germany)
Constructing and architecture

4-7 February
Delhiwood
www.delhi-wood.com
• New Delhi (India)
Woodworking technologies

19-25 January
Living Kitchen
www.livingkitchen-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

9-12 February
Zow
www.zow.de
• Bad Salzuflen (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

19-25 January
Imm Cologne
www.imm-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
21-24 January
Expopromueble
www.promueble.com.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
23-27 January
Meuble Paris
www.maison-objet.com
• Paris (France)
Furniture
29 January-1 February
Klimahouse
www.klimahouse.it
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

19-22 February
Legno&Edilizia
www.legnoeedilizia.com
• Verona (Italy)
Constructing and architecture

MARCH 2015
3-7 March
Miff
www.miff.com.my
• Kuala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture
4-7 March
Eurobois
www.eurobois.net
• Lyon (France)
Woodworking technologies
7-9 March
Klimainfisso
www.fierabolzano.it/klimainfisso
• Bolzano (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
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11-14 March
Woodmac China
www.woodmacchina.net
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
16-20 March
Fimma Brazil
www.fimma.com.br
• Bento Goncalves (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 March
Made Expo
www.madeexpo.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Constructing and architecture
19-23 March
Zow Istanbul
www.zow.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies
28 March-1 April
Interzum Guangzhou
www.interzum-guangzhou.com
• Guangzhou (China)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

APRIL 2015
1-4 April
Umids
www.umids.ru
• Krasnodar (Russia)
Furniture
13-15 April
Usetec
www.usetec.com
• Karlsruhe (Germany)
Woodworking technologies

FAIRS

MAY 2015
5-8 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies
11-15 May
Ligna
www.ligna.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
14-16 April
Dubai Int’l Wood
& Wood Machinery Show
www.dubaiwoodshow.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Woodworking technologies
14-19 April
iSaloni
Salone del mobile
Salone ufficio
Salone satellite
Euroluce
Eurocucina
www.cosmit.it
• Rho-Pero (Italy)
Furniture
21-25 April
World of furniture
www.10times.com/world-of-furniture
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Furniture
21-25 April
Technomebel
www.technomebel.bg
• Sofia (Bulgaria)
Woodworking technologies

18-21 May
Index Dubai
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (Uae)
Furniture
26-28 May
Expo Ampimm
www.expoampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

JUNE 2015

JULY 2015
16-19 July
Furnitex
www.furnitex.com.au
• Melbourne (Australia)
Woodworking technologies
22-25 July
Awfs Vegas
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

SEPTEMBER 2015
6-9 September
Spoga+Gafa
www.spoga-cologne.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
8-12 September
Ciff
www.ciff.fairwindow.com
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture

23-27 June
Fitecma
www.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Aires (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies

9-12 September
Bife Timb
www.bife.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Furniture

29 June-1 July
Sylva Wood
www.sylvawoodexpo.com
• Shanghai (China)
Wood

9-12 September
Fmc China
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
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15-18 September
Lisderevmash
www.lisderevmash.ua/en
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
29 September-2 October
Woodworking
www.woodworking.minskexpo.com
• Minsk (Belarus)
Woodworking technologies

OCTOBER 2015
6-9 October
Drema
www.drema.pl
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
6-10 October
Bws
www.bwsmesse.at
• Salzburg (Austria)
Woodworking technologies
8-12 October
Holz Basel
www.holz.ch
• Basel (Switzerland)
Woodworking technologies
13-16 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

14-17 October
Vietnamwood
www.vietnamwoodexpo.com
• Saigon (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies

NOVEMBER 2015
2-6 November
Batimat
www.batimat.com
• Paris (France)
Constructing and architecture
5-7 November
Wms Toronto
www.woodworkingnetwork.com
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies
11-15 November
Mokkiten
www.mokkiten.com
• Nagoya (Japan)
Woodworking technologies
18-20 November
Expocorma
www.expocorma.cl
• Concepcion (Chile)
Woodworking technologies
24-27 November
Woodex/Lestechprodukzia
www.woodexpo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies

“OUR” EXHIBITIONS
Xylon is present at:

19-24 January
Bau
Munich
4-7 February
Delhiwood
New Delhi
9-12 February
Zow
Bad Salzuflen
4-7 March
Eurobois
Lyon
28 March-1 April
Interzum Guangzhou
Guangzhou
5-8 May
Interzum
Cologne
11-15 May
Ligna
Hannover
6-9 October
Drema
Poznan
13-16 October
Sicam
Pordenone

You can find the updated list of exhibitions on www.xylon.it
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CONTACTS

PRODUCTION SYSTEMS AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa

BIESSE spa

Viale Lombardia, 275
I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381
fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Via della Meccanica, 16
I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100
fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses
and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

The Biesse Wood Division product
line includes panel sizing centres,
vertical panel saws, manual and
automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines,
sanders, cnc machining centres,
routers, through feed boring
and inserting machines, material
handling equipment and packaging.

Crossing-cutting lines

CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com

The easiest way
to find
the partner
you need...

Secondary processing

Cross cutting-top speed
optimization-Automation Cursal is
the specialized Italian company that
produces the most complete series
of: crosscut saws for wood and
assimilated; loading-unloading
automations; turnkey solutions and
customised cutting configurations
for small, medium, large sections;
integration into processing cycles
from the large sawmill production to
semi-finished; specific accessories
and modular components: Nc with
software interfaces, optical scanners
for automatic detection of lengthswidths-defects, moisture meters,
printers etc.; personalized advice for
advanced systems; complete and, on
time, domestic and foreign
mechanic/electronic support.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914
fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs
and manufactures sanding machine
for panels edges and profiles.
Single or double sided edge sanding
machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or
lacquered panels. Combined
machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines
for High Gloss finishing panels.
Profile sanding – denibbing
machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or
laquered mouldings. Angle profile
gluing and assembling machines for
door frames.Double end profile
cutting machines.
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Dust extraction
systems and filtration
ESSETRE spa
Via della Repubblica Serenissima, 7
I-36016 Thiene (VI)
phone +39 0445 365999
fax +39 0445 360195
www.essetre.com - info@essetre.com
Cnc machining centers to carry out
beams, roofs,wooden elements for
prefabricated houses, structures for
playgrounds,walls and"block house”.
Cnc machining centers for processing
windows, doors,arches, interior
doors and stairs. Automatic trimming
line for automatic trimming of pvc
on doors,panels. Automatic lines for
milling, cutting, edging plans for
kitchen tops,shelves. Cnc centers for
machining curved elements,
chairs,frames, sofas, furniture. Cnc
machining centers for processing
specific doors and panels.Automatic
lines for carrying out boring and
milling on furniture elements as
drawers' fonts, doors of
wardrobes.Special machines on
request.

SCM GROUP spa
Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111
fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery:
the widest range of products.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818
fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it
controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire
extinguishing systems for
industrial dust extraction systems.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323
fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

Surface finishing

The product range is wide in the
sector of traditional woodworking
machines: thicknessing planers,
surface planers, combined surfacethicknessing planers, circular saws,
spindle moulders, combined sawspindle moulder, universal combined
machines, band-saws.

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311
fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Via Bicocca 14/c
I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441
fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it

Manual and automatic vertical panel
saws for cutting wooden panels,
plastic and acm products. Welded
steel frames, to grant rigidity and
precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also
grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam
saws with many different
configurations accordingly
to the panel sizes and thickness
requirements.

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453
fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com
info@zaffaroni.com
Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws,
longitudinal milling machines with
rollers feeding, working centres for
the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern
furnishing industry technology.
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Cefla Finishing Group worldwide
leader in the finishing of wooden,
plastic and non-ferrous material
products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines
for the wood, glass, metal and plastic
industries, tailored on customer needs
and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172
fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com
info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture,
panels, windows and doors.

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611
fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it
Lacquering and printing lines for
furniture panels, hardboard, mdf or
chipboard panels, doors or parquet
flooring with roller or curtain coating
technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv
dryers. Lacquering and printing on
coils.

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120
I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692
fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com
info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience
in developing and constructing
anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range
of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications
in the woodworking industry.

VD srl

GIARDINA FINISHING srl
Via V. Necchi, 63
I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801
fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com

Via U. Foscolo, 42/44
I-20034 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 311308
fax +39 0362 335887
www.vdsrl.it
commerciale@vdsrl.it

Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain
coaters and drying by Uv dryers,
vertical dryers, linear dryers with
microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and
windows. Spray booths.

Finishing systems for plastic, glass and
wood products.Roller coater machines,
curtain coaters, spray robot with single
and double head, spraying machines,
hot air, UV and vertical ovens.

Handling
and commissioning

MAURI MACCHINE srl
Via M. Comacini, 12
I-22072 Cermenate (CO)
phone +39 031 771374
fax +39-031 773500
www.maurimacchine.com
commerciale@maurimacchine.com
Finishing machines and lines for
mouldings. Finishing machines and
lines for flat and raised panels.
Finishing machines and lines
for doors and windows. Special
finishing machines and lines.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax 39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it
info@tecnoazzurra.it

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511
fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose
integrated solutions in material
handling and industrial automation
sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture
assembling, the automatic storage
and the handling. Automatic
warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors,
sorter systems, assembling lines,
tilting units, management softwares.

Industrial painting machines as: dry
painting booth, water painting booths,
pressurising painting system and
suspended transport lines.
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Tools and auxiliaries

Software

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e
Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530
fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized
in the production of wood working
tools in solid carbide and carbidetipped, both standard and special
production.

Via Montanelli, 70 I-61100 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950
fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com
info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring
machines and router bits for cnc router
machines. M.Conti measuring devices
for the woodworking industry.Special
devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A
I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179
fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been
to design and build cutting tools for
machining wood, board materials
and plastics. Specialists in cnc tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2
fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete
sets of tools for windows, helicoidal
cutterheads, cutterheads for profiled
kinves, cutters in Hw welded, circular
saw blades, dia tools, boring bits,
solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2
I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical
fixing tooling. For 40 years we design
and manufacture tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized solutions
thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast delivery terms.

ZUANI srl
Via dell'Artigiano, 57
I-38068 Rovereto (TN)
phone +39 0464 433183
fax +39 0464 436316
www.zuani.it - info@zuani.it
Zuani Company is a leading
Italian manufacture of tools for
the Woodworking industry.
We are producers of high precision
tooling with tc reversible tips
as well as reversible profiling
cutters for cnc automatic
and traditional woodworking
machineries for wooden windows,
doors and furnitures production.
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DDX srl
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093
fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
DDX develops Cad/Cam/Cim
software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid
wood machining using
3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses,
walls, beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;
“PowerSTAIRS” for staircases
design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind
of windows, french doors, internal
doors, entry doors and shutters.

Lacquers

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS AND SUPPLIES
Agents
and wood trades

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA
ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080
fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Polyurethane coatings, water-based
coatings for interiors and exteriors,
uv-curing coatings, acrylic coatings,
polyester coatings, nitro coatings,
fire-retardant coatings
and pigmented coatings.
Products for parquet floors, special
effects, stains, impregnating agents,
glues and tintometric color systems.

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
Via Dell'Artigianato, 6
I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797
fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com
Since 2004 our company has started
here in Italy the production of 3layer wood elements for window
and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during
these years and we can now offer
them in several wood species, such
as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan Oak,
Tulipier and Lime. All elements are
glued employing a vinylic glue
pvac - d4 - en 205 only.

ICA spa
Division ITALIAN COATINGS
Via Alcide De Gasperi, 73
I-36060 Romano D'Ezzelino (VI)
phone +39 0424 8386
fax +39 0424 37497
www.italiancoatings.com
info@italiancoatings.com
A new definition of Italian quality.
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AND CUTTER LESS THAN  MICRONS
s 6ERY HIGH PRECISION AND HIGH LEVEL PERFORMANCE
s (IGH STRENGTH AND HIGH STIFFNESS OUTPUT
CLAMPING FORCE
s 1UICK INSERTION AND EXTRACTION OF THE CUTTER
s ,ONGER TOOL HOLDER LIFE
s -INOR SPACE REQUIRED
s "EST SOLUTION FOR HIGH SPEED MACHINING

Calettamento a caldo - Heat shrink clamping tool system

s %XCELLENT CONCENTRICITY BETWEEN TOOL HOLDER

s%CCELLENTE CONCENTRICITË INFERIORE A  MICRON
s%LEVATISSIMA PRECISIONE E PERFORMANCE
DI ALTO LIVELLO
s'RANDE RESISTENZA E POTENZA DI SERRAGGIO
AD ELEVATA RIGIDITË
s2APIDO INSERIMENTO E ESTRAZIONE DELLUTENSILE
s-AGGIORE DURATA DEL PORTAUTENSILE
s2IDUZIONE AL MINIMO DEGLI INGOMBRI
s)DEALE PER LAVORAZIONI AD ALTE VELOCITË

Parts of your business
Parts of your business

